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The
Senior Class
presents . ..

The 1959

RUBY

Dedicated . • •
to tlte eollege life
as it is lived
in tit ree seasons . ..
Fall

Winter
Spring

To the everchanging seasons of th e year which
accompany th e ph ysical and spiritual metamorphosis
of our students we humbly dedicate this volume.
May it serve to remind us that the enchantment of
nature still maintains a prominent place in this
enlightened Atomic Age.
For as it is the crisp wind of autumn that spurs
collegians everywhere to leave behind the sluggish
heat of summer and again pursue their academic
occupations, so it is the white chill of winter and
finally the rebirth of verdant spring which imbue us
with an anticipation of our own deliverance into the
world outside!

Fall
Fall is an end; an end to the carefree, the frolicking, the light. It is a memory, ever dimming, yet
steadfast and firm. But Fall, the eternal paradox
is also a beginning, a fresh start; a hint of the future
and a glow of the past, blended into a season of
turbulence and tranquility, vivid color and soft
shades, warmth and chill. This is a time of change,
a putting away of fond and cherished memories, a
time of renewed hopes and dreams, a time of evaluation, a looking forward, a looking back, a time for
a new goal.

We reHew old frieHdships tlHd

Yive 0 Yhi! in the early

Fall

Pardon me, but my foot .•.
Where's the whole campus the
first night back-the drug!

make Hew
tlcl/llt1iH ttlHCeS ...

o

There sure are pretty girls in this class-but so many?

while prepariJtfl for classes.
Fill out three of these, four of those, and ten of these, printed in ink, please!

- -- ---=
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The Freshmen

F res hm en o n d isplay.

The entire Freshma n Class poses on the steps of Pfahler Hall.

As the class of 1962, we were early initiated into Ursinus
through a new customs program u nder the direction of
" S ensational S ntentious Sandy" and "Mr. Heckler, S ir."
During our weeks of dinks, name·tags, and step shows, and
with the help of the] uniors, we saw our class take form as
a un it. And finally, despite the efforts of the S ophomores,
our officers, led by Preside n t, Dick Woodruff, were presented
to the class at our reshman Ba n quet .
Thus we were officially a class, a n d we immediately set
to work on our first project, "Maroo n ed," where sh ip .
wrecked couples da n ced amid a S outh S ea I sland settin g
to the music of the Collegia ns.

Soph rulers of the class of 1961 include, fro III back ro w to
front, Rufus Leeds, Jim Riddell, Van Weiss, Bill Wehr, Boris
Broz, Al Walton, Richard Levitt, Glen Snyder, Warren Kurz,
John Detweiler, Jim Michael, Jim Sandercock, Frank Cook,
Bob Linker, Bob Leonard, Holland Fitts, Adele Statzell, Sue
Pontius, Carol Heffelfinger, and Sandy Motta.

Aeelimoti(Jlt . • •
Members of the Freshman Class give the sophomores a rousing ovation during a step show on the steps of Freeland Hall.
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UR INU COLLEGE
FRE IIMAN GU1DE

Indoctrination. · ·

What the students should do.

What the students actually do.

By becoming a classdo it together.

Your leaders, Icft 10 riKlzt: W. Dilks,
vice-pres.; R. Woodruff, pres.; J. Childs,
sec.; C. Griffin, treas.

Applicatiolt . .. classes

The President

The inauguration ceremony.

Dr. Donald L. Helfferich, H.B., L.L.B., L.L.D.
Dr. Donald L. H elfferich, I-J.B., L.L.B., L.L.D., is a
graduate of Ursinus Co ll ege and Yale Law S ch oo l H e
served as vice-president of our school from 19 36 to 19 58.
In this capac-ity he was responsible for ad ministering th e
financial and busi n ess n eeds of th e co llege. In addition
to this demanding schedu le, Dr. Helfferich acted as an
advisor to the urtai n C lu b .
Dr. Hclfferich has a firm p hilosop h y concerning the
goals and obj ctives of a libera l ed uca tion. This philosophy became the co rn ersto n e of hi s inaugural addre s
d liv red November 2, 1958, in Bomberger Hall. The
following are xcerpts from this speech , which well express
Or. H elfrerich's point of view.

"Lib eral educatio n as we co n ce ive it will instill in each
stude nt intellectual curio ity, will develop a capacIty to
think criti cally a nd to weigh dispassionately. The students
will become tolerant, te mpe rate, and charitable, but in
un equal degree. The e nd product of a liberal educa tion
d efies definite description. Its utility n ever h as the same
size and shape for eve ry student."
"Liberal edu cation is essential to the kind of free society
in which business moves ahead and prospers. It is perhaps
the most effective m ea ns of wiping out the ma s ig noran ce
and intoleran ce in which idealogies hostil e to the free
enterprise system. breed. Maintaining the pri ate liberal
arts co llege as a genuinely indeped e nt institution , I believe,
is indispensable to our \~a y of life."
"We must prepa re for the future b y developing m e n
and women with enough intellectual and techni cal competence to pla y versatile roles. Such individua l will be
drawn increasingl y from the ranks of those whose education and experience have included both the depth and th
breadth and particularly the effort inherent in a lib ral
education."

Dean

of

the College
William S. P ettit, M.S., h as served as Dean of
Ursinus since 1954. A g ra du a te of th e Universi ty
of P ennsylva nia, Mr. P ettit a lso instructs as a
professo r of chemistry. With a ll his admin istra tive duti es h e fill s an additional role as guidance
cou nselor to man y stud ents. Hi s door h as a lways
r emained open to those seeking his h elp . As a
personality Mr. P ettit is a m an of grea t spiritua l
strength and warm understa ndin g .

Dean of Men
G. Sieber Pancoast, Ph.D., was graduated from
Ursin us College in 1937. As Dean of Men, instructor in political science, and coach of the Ursinus
baseball team he has served the college with
genuine interest and devotion. Known on campus
as "Sieb", he is a popular and very amiable
administrati ve figure.

Dean of Women
Miss Camilla B . Stahr, A.B., LL.D., has been
Dean of Women ~ince 1938. Miss Stahr was
graduated from Wilson College, studied at Oxford University and received an honorary Doctor
of Law degree from Ursinus College last year.
This dignified and charming woman has won
the hearts of the Ursinus women by her sympathetic and understanding assistance with their
problems . More than merely a Dean of Women,
Miss Stahr has become a friend to all who know
her.

I

(frea! minds . •

•

"Ursinus' answer to Sputnik." Ph y ic
D c parlm cl/l : EV<l n S. Snyd er, Ph.D. ; W aIter W. M arstell er, B.S.; John J. H eileman, Ph .D.

"And we rotate this doughnut about the
x-axis and integrate from minus infinity
to plus infinity." Math ematics D epartm ellt: Frank L. Manning, Ph .D.; Blanche
B. Schultz, M.S.; Foster L. Dennis, Ph.D.

The Facu lty
"The body must be developed along with
the mind." Physical Edllcatioll D e partmellt: Raymond V. Gurzynski, M.Ed .;
Eleanor F. Snell, M.A.; J enepher P. Shillingford, B.S.; Everett M . Bailey, M .A .

"The price of mental health is facing
• • • • • • • • reality." Psychology Department : George • • •
R. Tyson, Ph.D .; Richard M. Fletcher,
Ph.D.

"So, who's watching the store?" Ch emistry Department: Roger P. Staiger, Ph.D. ;
William S. Petit, M.S.; Russell D. Sturgis,
Ph.D.

"The sages of the ages." Histo ry Department: J. Douglas Davis, M.A.; Maurice
W. Armstrong, Ph.D.; Elizabeth R. Foster, Ph.D.; William T. Parsons, Ph.D.

"Great minds park in the same lot." Edltcation Department: George R. T yson,
Ph.D.; Mark G. Messinger, Ed.D.; James
A. Minnich, M.A.
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"E x po llllders o f th e wrill el/ wo rd! "
eat ed, le ft to right : Mr. H. Lloyd Jones;

Dr. Calvin D. Yost, Jr., d epartment
head ; Mr. Geoffrey Dolman. tOl/dill ~,
le ft to right: Dr. G eorge G. Storey, Dr.
Ammon G. Kershner, Jr.

tltot direct

"The Music Master, the Gospelers, and
Guest." Religion, Mll sic, and Philosophy
D e portm el/ts : Donald Baker, M.D.; Alfred L. Creager, D.D.; Richard T. Schellhase, B.D.; William T. Philip, Mus.Doc.;
Charles D. Mattern, Ph.D.

"The Tower of Babel." Langlloge Deportment : Allen L. Rice, Ph.D.; Helen T.
Garrett, Ph.D.; Alfred D. Roberts, M.A.;
Alfred M. Wilcox, M.A.; Donald G.
Baker, Ph.D.

" Profits of D oom ." Econolllics D epartm en t: Maurice O. Bone, B.C.S.; James L.
Boswell, Ph.D .; Robert R. MacMurray,
M.B.A.; H arry C. Symo ns, M .A.; not pictured , Raymo nd L. Rafetto, Jr., M.A .

I

"Left, right, left, right." Soc iology and
Political Science D e partlll ents: Eugene H.
Miller, Ph.D.; J essie A. Miller, Ph.D.;
G . Seiber Pancoast, Ph.D.; Donald Zucker, Ph.D.

(Jur patlts.

"Levie and allies laudably land the Leviathan." Biolog y D e partlll ellt: Robert C.
Stein, Ph.D .; Paul R. Wagner, Ph.D.;
Levie Van Dam, Ph.D.
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Asst. Coach; L. Koch , Mgr.; A . Wilby, Asst. Trainer. Bot.
10 111 Row: K. Moyer, A. Wilson, T . Kershner, C. Hadtke,
T. Holcombe, M. Drewniak, T. Cianci, J. Prutzman, J.
Terry, D. Boggio, J . Detweiler. Frollt and center: Bell
Di I1io, Equipment Manager. James Batchelor absent
when picture was taken.

Top ROll' , lc ft 10 righl: Dr. Roclof , Trainer; J. Minnich,
G. Leach, W. Briggs, B. Allen, F. Beals, W. Dilkes G.
Martin, F. Wiand R. Paine. Middl e Roll' : Ray Gurzynski,
Head Coach; J. Klock , A t. Coach; H. Freeland, M. King,
T. McGrath, J. M yers, B. Peter en J. Forrest, C. Ander.
son, H. Fitts, J . Sandercock, P . White, Paul Zdanowicz,

8aclt lIeaf jiltds . •
Q uarterback Ted Kershner spots
receiver down field as Gary Leach
moves in to block.

•

Football

Freshman halfback Jack McCrae on
receiving end of Ursinus pass play.

G ary Leach and Jim Terry pursuing Wagner ball carrier.

The perennial problems of manpower, injuries and "too little too late"
proved to be a bit too much for Ray Gurzinski's spirited Bruin team this
year. Despite.the 0-8 record, Ursinus made the football limelight by placing
Bob Petersen OD. the B.CA.C's first team as center and Mike Drewniak and
Dick Boggio in honorable mention positions.
Dick Boggio's recalled TO made Susquehanna's 6-0 victory a real "squeaker". Johns Hopkins 12-0 win and Wilkes' 8-0 success were far from easy
victories for the Bear's opponents. U.C.'s first touchdown of the season
against Wagner proved insufficient as the Gulls went on to a 26-6 victory.
Swarthmore dominated a drizzly Homecoming afternoon by posting a 24-0
score. Mike Drewniak was deservingly awarded the Ken Walker memorial
trophy for his outstanding defensive play. The next week the Garnets of
Haverford rolled up a 34-6 win but the Bears tightened their defensive
and held Lebanon Valley to two touchdowns.
Drewniak, Cianci, Wilson, Prutzman and
Terry played their last game against Dickinson . However, the Dutchmen withstood the
Bears' charges and by an impressive 34-6
score.
All season the Ursinus gridders sported a
tight defense but lacked a winning offensive
combination . However, with B.CA .C's Petersen and numerous lettermen returning, the
'59 picture appears somewhat brighter.

Ursinus m
drive.

position to halt Hopkins'
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rhe spirit of tlte old jOilfilff!
the spirit of the Ifew ...

Rain and def at painted a grim
loud on Old Timer's Day, as Swarthmore sp lash d to a 24-0 victory over
the Bears. After the contest the Kenn eth Walker M morial Trophy was
presented to se ni or lineman, Mike
Drewniak, for his outstanding performance. The Varsity Club dance in
the eve nin g featured the initial awarding of the - reshman-Sophomore Customs Trophy. This year the S opho mores earned its possession.
The following week the Ursinus
Marching Band led by colorful majorettes proudly paraded o n the football
field during the halftime ceremonies.
ext, the pretty fraternity queens PUt
in an appearance before the enthusiastic crowd. At the Junior Class D ance
that evening
lamer Hall wo n the
dorm decorations prize and Demas
Fraternity's nominee, Miss S allie
Elkner, was declared H omecoming
Queen .

,
The pcp rall y's march on the Hclff erichs.

Old Timers Day
That's what next yea l·'s pcp rally needs, a rocket!

20th Century witchcraft; Oh Atar, guide our team!

Might it just be a touchdown?

Where's the spirit you're to engender?

Cheerleaders
Our cheerleaders: KI/eelil/g, left
to right: L. Brenner, B_ Megill,
A. Walton, L. Habgood, J. Robbins. Standing: G. Kleckner, S.
Korte, D. Vye (co-captain), S.
Motta, P. Hunt, H. Pearson. F.
Glauser (co-captain ) not present.
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Band

First rOJll, left to right: L. Witmer, P. Shults, A. Evans, E. Gobrecht, S. Fogal.
Middle: V. Hoffman , S. Johnson , S. Ibbs , R. Tempest, L. Test. Frollt of sq llare :
L. Foard, B. Schneck, L. Harten, C. Weller, J. elson F. Vastine, M. Vahar, B.
Sheese, M. Cramer. Left ide: G. Burgoon, L. Jo eph, L. Mitchell , J. Hope, D.
Darley, B. McClellan. Right side: B. Hoffert, B. Francis, W . Lorentz, M. Bodlein,
P. Tucker. Color Guard: L. Podolak, A. Buxton, M. Pennington, P. Hoehl, K.
Scheffley, S. Abel, J. Whittam, B. Bates.

This year Ursinus presented the most collegiate 10 king and spirited band
in several years. A number of forces were responsible, the most noticeable
being the acquisition of new uniforms. Other important reasons were the
inspiring directorship of Sam. Fogal, the addition of n ew talent and the
return of the old, plus new methods of administration by the president,
Laverne Joseph. With new foundations being laid we hope this year witnessed
the rebirth of a strong and revitalized organi zation which can prove a credit
to Ursinus and the music department.

witlt /aft/are
aftd /emiftit!l.

Majorettes
Left to right: J. Lewis, C.
Mallick, L. Ransom, S. Lesh.
er, S. Holl, S. Eikner.

Fraternity
Queens
th e reiK"il g qllee n
Delta Mu Sigma
Sallie Eikner

Alpha Phi Epsilon
Sally McSparren

Zeta Chi
Helen Pearson

Sigma Rho Lambda
J ackie Robbins

Beta Sigma Lambda
Joan Meszaros

Delta Pi Sigma
Jane Gilinger
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Back ROll!, left to right: Coach "Doc" Baker E. Kottcamp,
E. Russell, J. Schumacher, A. Hun berger, R. Harri on, B.
Dempsey, B. Fernandez. F rOllt ROll!: J. Bauman, Co-cap-

Soccer

tain B. Schmoyer, Co-captain B. Angstadt, E . Brookes, M_
Blewett, K. Bailey. Missing: B. Settles, J. Salwen, B. Fulton, A. Kinloch.

In spite of capable leadership by co-captains Bob Schmoyer and
Bob Angstadt, the 1958 soccer team finished with a disappointing
2-6-1 record. Bright spots in the season were the team's fine playing
while defeating both Deleware and Muhlenberg, and Bob Schmoyer's
winning a position on the MAC all-star team .

Bob F ulton tackles Muhlenberg opponent as Russ a nd Bob
Schmo yer look on_

Bears receive pre-game instr uctions f rom Coac h
"Doc" Baker.

Coach Snell gives her Varsity Belles half. time
instructions.

Anyone see the ball?

Hockey

Captain Alice Irwin demonstrates a lunge for the varsity
girls. Standing, left to right: Miss Snell, A. Sansenbach,
L. Crosley, J. Brinton, S. Wagner, F. Bardman, E.
Wheeler, J. Detweiler, E. Emenheiser, J. Weatherley, D.
Shaw, Managers Luey Magness and Mary Lou Moock.

The girls' varsity field hockey team finished the '58 season
with a reasonably successful record of four wins, two losses, and
one tie . The two losses were to Temple and East Stroudsburg
-perennially strong opponents. Captained by All Philadelphia
and All College fullback Alice Irwin , and coached by Miss
Snell, the team had difficulty molding individual potential into
an experienced combination .
The Ursinus players distinguish ed themselves by placing five
from the team on the All College team s. Alice Irwin, Susie
Wagner, and Faye Bardman won places on the first team; Betty
Lou Hufnagle Terry on the third team; Carol Bentley on th e
fourth team; and Adele Statzel was awarded an honorable men·
tion. Of these girls, three went on to earn honors on the All
Philadelphia teams-Susie and Alice on the first team and Faye
on the third.

Ju nior Varsity Hockey
The Belle in ac tion on a defense play.

The junior varsity hockey
team won six and tied one
game to record an outstanding
season of play.
aptained by
senior veterans Liz Wheeler
and
] oyce
Gilbert,
and
coached by ] en Shillingford,
the junior Belles overpowered
every opponent with the exception of the strong East
Stroudsburg squad. The spirited Stroudsburg contest ended
in a scoreless tie
The victory of the hard fighting
Ursinus team over Chestnut
Hill's varsity, 2-0, was another
accomplishment of which the
team can be proud. Both the
]V and varsity squads this
year were sparked by many
fine freshmen players.

T h e Junior Varsity quad-stal/dil/g, lc ft to right: S. Ether, N. Updegrove,
L. H amilton , L. H arten, J. Schultz, F. McQueen, C. Boyer, P . Hoehl , M. Cramer,
J. Gilbert, W. Sperber, S. Bas tow, J . Shilling ford (coach ) . KI/ eeli ll g, Left to right:
P Hackman, J. Ferrell, J. Lewis, M. Sch eerbaul11, F. Dietrich, N. Parsly.

Our spirit vitalized
b!l ?:lte eommittee.
Th e success of the pep-rallies, pep-tags,
and dances which highlighted the 1958 foot ball season at U rsinus was due to the tireless
efforts of the Spirit Committee. Promoting
school spirit is a difficult task and this year's
committe, unde r the capable leadership of
President Diana Vye, h as d o ne a commendable job . Beside building up en thusias m for
the school activities this year's gro up raised
money for such special projects as n ew color
guard uniforms , a bear costume, and cheerleading uniforms.
AI Daniels and Gail Kleckner pitch in and help
with the colorful decorations for the football
stadium.

Seated 011 the floor left to right: L. Woodcock, H. Pearson,
S. Korte, G . Kleckner, S. Nichols, S. Motta, S. Sands, J. Robbins, J. Drenguba, K. Schnabel, E. Lewis, J. MacDougall, L.
Rossi, M. Paxton. Kneeling 011 the right: A. Woodward, P.

Tomasovich, B. Bogel. Seated: B. Swope, L. Yonkers, C. Dearnaley, P. Hunt, D. Vye. Standing: J. Gilinger, C. Harrelson,
C. Heffelfinger, S. Rinehart, C. Benner, G. Busler, A. Daniels,
R. Megill, L. Moock, A. Walton, E. Slim, L. Brenner.

la!! :Dramatic m{Jmel1ts . ..

In the

Curtain Club,
Chief amo ng th.e Curtain Club's Fall activities this year was the production of the
drama Joan of Lorrain e. Directed by Bill
Van Horn an d Katrinka Schnabel and produced by Jack Elander, the play proved to
be a great success.
O ther Curtain Club activities for the year
included th.e one-act plays A Short Hap p y
Journ ey and Under Milkwood in the fall and
two in the spring, one of which was a Greek
comedy. A group traveled to Temple to
give scen es from She Stoops to Conquer for
the Arts Festival.
The gala comedy, Th e Solid Gold Cadillac,
presented May Day weekend, closed with a
flourish the major Curtain Club undertakings for the schoo l year.

Our lo vely"] oan" .

Stars a nd Pl ayers - Fir st row : E. Gobrecht, A.
Eva ns, D. V ye, K. Schnabel, C. D earneley . Seco nd row : ]. Scha efer , N. Springer, ]. Sanders,
]. Elander.

1ft tlte Sororitll.

New and old members join forces in song fest.

Fall Rushing
29

Alpha Si9ma Nu
First R ow, left to right: C. Borth wick, C.
Kenned y, A. Wood wa rd , B. Brecht, T .
White, M . O ehrl e, L. Potko nski.
econd
Row : P. T omasovich, J. Sch aefe r (co social ch airman ), E. Spare (ch aplain ), G.
Sn yd er ( treas urer), J.
agle (corresponding secreta ry), P. Foll et (pres id ent), M . Swan (vice-presid ent), J.
W urtz ( recording secretary), B. Bates
(co-social chairm an ), S . Eikner. T h ird
Row: D . Owen, S. Hill ard, S. Stru ve ( historian ), K. Schnabel, C. D ea rnaley, J.
Baver, C. G ingery, R. Meier, S. Abel, L.
Dean, S. Nichols, L. W itm er, H. Schumacher, L. Lefeve r.

Kappa Delta Kappa
First Row, left to right : A. Hurd , J. Sand ers, P. Ka rppinen, J. Gilinger, N . Springer, B. Below, L. F oard , C. Schmidt, S.
Sorenson .
eco lld Row: A. Colbert, S.
H enne, R. M ercer, V. M acCalmont, L
D eRyd er, G . Kell er, S. Piper, N. Gilmore,
B. Tucker, R. Spencer, A. Eva ns, J.
Sch ac hterl e. Third Row : D . Lamm , E.
H ea ley, C. H arrelson, C. Da vis, M.
Smith, A. Mills, B. Gattiker, E. Slim, S.
Sands, L. H abel, A. Mumbauer , D. Pengaily, J. Wetterau.

Ome9a Chi
First Ro w, left to right: S. McSparren, S.
Lesher, S. Wilding, S. Korte, S. Motta,
K. Behl er , C. Buchanan, J. MacDougal,
C. Mallick. S eco lld R ow : D. Bl akney, C.
Schreiner, C. Ro yle, P. Patterson, R. Ervin (corresponding secretar y) , L. Brenner ( president) , B. D eGeorge (vice-president), J. Busha y, L. Meitzner, A. Buxton,
L. Achey. Third R ow : M. White, L. Ran·
som, G. Kleckner, J. Whittam ( recording
secretar y), N. Bryne, P. Hill , C. Fisher,
M. Thomas, A . Rittweiler, N. Blickend er.
fer, J. Relford ( treasurer ) , L. Podol ak.
S. P erfetti. A b SC IlI : J. Bardu ch N.
Kromboltz, J. MacMull an.

Phi Alpha Psi
Floor, left to right: E. Rankin, G. Tripi.
cian, S. Stevens, B. Huffnagle, N. Craft,
N. Van Buskirk. First Row: J . Gilbert,
R. Bellairs, L. Strasser, P. Robinson (treas.
urer), M. Pennington (recording :>ecre·
tary), K. Scheffley (vice.president), N.
Owen (president), H. Baile (correspond.
ing secretary), M. Hartzell (sentinel),
M. Paxson (chaplain), E. Emenheiser.
Second Row: G. Alexander, N. Faust, J.
Drenguba, T. Williams, L. Sperber, L.
Magness, F. Bardman, D. Vye, T. Jacobs,
B. Alexander, D. Egge, S. Cohen, M.
Bair, M. Lozier, C. Bentley.

Tau Si9ma Gamma
First Row, left to right: G. Cummings, B. Romig,
B. McClure, C. LeCato, C. Soper, J. Brinton.
Second Row: F. Dietrich, T. Critchfield, B. Kallen.
bach, M. Moock, H. Pearson, J. Robbins, A. Ir.
win, S. Rinehart. Third Row: C. Williamson, C.
Eddy,!. Reiniger, S. Wagner, L. Wheeler, M. Wil·
son. Fourth Row: P. Cadmus, C. Benner, J. Tom.
kins, C. Heffelfinger, B. Peterson, C. Koffke, B.
Swope, L. Yonker.

Inter-sorority
Council
M. Swan, K. Scheffley, J. Robbins,
G. Keller, M. Follet, Miss Stahr, L.
Brenner, I. DeRyder, A. Irwin, N.
Owen, B. DeGeorge.
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Winter
Wimer is a season of outward turbulencc-a whirling, a swirling, characterized in varying shades from
white to gray to black. But underneath lies warmth,
repose, qUiet - an underglow of introspection, inward growth.
Winter is a time for stnvmg, reaching, searching
-for the magnanimous, the hidden, the infinite. It
is a sorting and sifting of truths from untruths. It is
a re-evaluation of old goals and ideals and a carrying
out of newly formulated ones.

It is a time of readjustment, of se lf reapplication;
a time of earnest ·endeavor.

As tlte eartlt lies grey,
new knowledge we inlay . ..

ill tlte

Library
L eft to right: Kay Kerper, Dr. Calvin D.
Yost, Jr., h ead librarian, and Mrs. Roger
Staiger.

"But still try, for who knows what
possible."

IS

Looks like a posed shot to me.
::.

I
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Gouernment Assn.
The Men 's Stude nt Government
sso iation, u ually known as the
M . . G .A., is aided in its functions by
Dean Pancoast. The association co n si ts of representatives from each lass.
The administrative duties of the
government in lude choosing proctors,
awarding concessions, improving ampus conditions. The M.S.G.A. also
serves in a judicial capacity, dealing
\ ith in fractions of the ru les governing
men's co n duct.
L eft to right: T. H olcombe, D. Watson , R. Schissler, J. Michael ,
H aag, L. Drummond , R. Harrison, B. Francis, F. Glauser, G.
M alick.

J.

Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical Society
Dr. Paul Wagner, ad viso r ; B. H ouser , vice-pres id ent ; and W . C h rist, p resid ent, discu sing premed meeting.

The Brownback-Anders Pre-med ical Society was organ ized
for the prime purpose of allowing future medical doctors
here at Ursinus to meet as a group in a professional atmosphere and to learn of the physical, mental, and moral stan dards dema n ded of today 's phys icians.
Duri n g the term doctors in various specia lties address the
members, usually about their particular field. The society also
arra n ges instructive trips to n earby medical schools and hospitals.

First row, left to right : Dr. Paul W ag ner, ad viso r ; B. H ouser, vicepresid ent ; G. M alick, secretar y-treasurer; W. Christ, presid ent ; M.
Boyd , W . M as t. Seco lld row: P. Consta ntine, R. Stankus, R. Koch,
J. Forrest, R. Schissler, J. Steele, W. Burns, J. Jones . T h ird TOW :
B. Bo nd , A. Koch, A. Rittweil er, M. Anderson, L. Podolak, J.
M acDougall. e. M allick, S . Coh en. FOll rth row: R. Levine, H .
Treima n, D. M enkus, P. Steeley, H. Behling, e. M essa, H. Zall,
e. Schreiner.

Beardwood Chemical Society

First row: G. Malick, C. Davis, R. Megill, Dr. Staiger, Dr. Sturgis, Dr.
Fortnum. Second row: J. Adams, W. Meier, L. Loney, F. Genter, V. Morgan, R. Schissler, B. Gattiker, M. Dresner, A. Mills, L. Drummond. Third
row: F. Johannesen, C. Schreiner, C. Klieman, A. Rosenbaum, C. Griffin,
S. Grant, P. Steeley, S. Sands, B. Bond. Fourth row: J. Ennis, H. Schumacher, W. Christ.

The Beardwood Chemical Society, an affiliate of the American
Chemical Society, is composed of students interested in chemistry
and chemical engineering.
The object of the society is to provide programs concerning applied
chemistry, technical material in specific fields, and opportunities in
chemistry, and to foster a professional pride in chemistry and chemical
engll1eenng.
The program this year put special emphasis on opportunities in
chemistry and included many interesting speakers and trips to various
chemical companies.

Dr. Staiger, advisor, and Jerry Malick, president
of the Beardwood Chemical Society.

Top row, from left: C. Fox, B. Zindel, M. Weller, B. Shippee, A. Daniels, B. Birch.
Bottom row, from left: B. Houser, L. Dryfoos, W. Coverdale, A. Kinloch, S. Wagman. This is the first time Birch has worn a tie this year.

The Stuics, an eating club, was
founded four years ago and is composed of junior and senior men. These
men have banded together through
mutual interests, and hope by their
dress and behavior to bring more respect to Ursinus. The organization, in
an endeavor to promote better studentfaculty relations, invites a different
professor every month to lunch with
them. This year the Stuics widened
their activities by taking advantage of
the eultural aspects of Philadelphia
and planning group outings.

Stuics

International
Relations Club
First Row, lelt to right: C. Gelbach, S_ Miller, E. Gobrecht, A.
Harries, B. Hauer, M. wan, E .
atiett, S. Nichols, E. Slim. ecolld Row: J. Elander, W. Kenne ,
K_ Khuen-Kryk, C. Soper, B.
Heale, B. Gattiker, J. Sanders,
R. Spencer, B. Tucker.

The I.R.C. provides students with an opportunity to Investigate foreign nations through acquaintance with representatives of other countries or with Americans who have been
fortunate enough to visit alien lands. Programs have included discussions on Spain, Cyprus, Germany Spain Europe in general, and various views on student life in Europe.
In the Spring, a delegation of eight students, with Dr. Miller
as faculty adviser, attended the model United Nations at
Wilkes College.

Lelt to Right: Al Wilson and Elaine Emenheiser with Dr. Mark G. Messinger.

Monthly meetings of the Student Education Association of
Pennsylvania provided the members with many educational
movies and worthwhile presentations from prominent educators.

Student Education Assn. of Penna.

First Row, lelt to right: M. Neborak, J.
Alexander, M_ Paxon, J. Gilbert, L. Magness, H_ Baile, M. Hartzell, E_ Rankin,
D. Vye, F. Bardman, C. Eddy. Second
Row: B. DeGeorge, C. Gingery, J. Baver,
M. Miller, N. Parsly, N. Byrne, M. White,
D. Weiss, S. Lesher, J. Gilinger, J.
Whittam. Third Row: L. Achey, C.
Royle, N. Gilmore, A. Irwin, P. Cadmus,
E. Wheeler, I. DeRyder, M. Thomas, L.
Meitzner, V. Keller, E. Albert. Fourth
Row: M. Cramer, L. Witmer, J. Robbins,
F. Dietrich, M. Wilson, J. Brinton, I.
Reiniger, B. Hunsicker. Filth Row: L.
Lefever, S. Nichols, J. Haag, T. Kershner, J. Peterson. Sixth Row: G. Snyder,
D. Blakney, P. Robinson, J. Prutzman,
S. Wagner. Stalldillg: E. Emenheiser,
L. Sperber, E. Spare, Dr. Messinger, B.
Settles.

Spanish Club
The Spanish Club was reo rga nized in the fall of 1958 a fte r a
lapse of seve ral years . Che rr y S oper, the preside nt, a nd Ruth
Ann Spen ce r, the sec reta ry, h ad spen t th eir junior year stud ying
at the University o f M adrid a nd wa nted to develop a n in te rest in
Spanish culture o n th e ca mpu s. A t the fi rst meeting th e o ffi ce rs
related th e ir ad ve ntures in Mad rid a nd o n successive M o nda y
evenll1gs th e prog rams con ce rned g uest spea kers f rom South
America, folk song s, mode rn poetr y, and classica l music.

Standing, left to right: A. H arries, P. Hill , M. Blewett, L. Achey,
N. Parsly. Seated : C. Gingery, N. Springer, P. Karppinen, G.
Kleckner, A . Colbert.
Sta~ldillg, lcft to right: S. Garside, N. Springer,
T. White. Silting: R. Spencer, C. Soper, A. Colbert, L. Meitzner. On {lo or: L. Yonker, B. Hauer,
P . Karppinen.

French Club
The p urpose of the French Club is to acquaint the
camp us with various aspects of Fren ch culture. The club
meets o n alternate Tuesdays and at each meeting the
m embers sin g songs, listen.to speakers and discuss French
movi es or plays which are available to the Philadelphia
community . Highlights of this year's activities were a
meeting with IRC to hear abo ut Miss Spangler's European
trip, a F re n ch journalist's talk concerning Morocco a nd
the annual C hristmas party.

Left to right: B. D ean, J. Wettereau, F. Haberl, E. Bretzger,
B. Hauer, L. Ransom, S. Lesher.

German Club
The G erman Club was reorganized in th e spring of
1957 to provide a means of
spreading G erma n cu lture on
camp us.
Emil Bretzger, a student who
spent his junior year studying
in Vienna, and Fran z Haberl,
an Austrian student, provide
th e leadership of the organization. The club's programs emphasize the discussion of poetry and the appreciation of
G erman music. Attendance at
plays, movies, a nd church services g ive the students further
insight into German life.
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"Well, what's wrong with that cartoon?" Left to
right: Merrill Anderson, Business Manager; Sue
Cohen, Circulation Manager; Marla Shilton , News
Editor; Linda Foard, Associate Editor; Anne McWilliams, Feature Editor; Jay Salwen, Sports
Editor.

"Well, that makes 105 mistakes this week!" The
entire staff, left to right: Linda Foard, Jean
LeCato, Ben Settl es, Cathie Nicholai , Katrinka
Schnabel, lie Cohen, Anne McWilliams, tevie
Nichol , Calvin Griffin, Vicki Miller, Joanne
Knerr, Jay Salwen, Sam Miller, Merrill Anderson,
Marla Shilton.

"What's that about an inauguration?" Editor-in chief, Fred Glauser.

The Ursinus Weekly, published approximately three
times a month and twenty-two
times a year, is a paper designed to interest student and
faculty alike.
The Weekly
keeps Ursinus posted on all the
latest news-from dances, to
meetings, to inaugurations.
The news, features , and sports
staffs keep abreast of all U rStnus events.
Through its blazing and
timely editorials the Weekly
attempts, often unsuccessfully,
to arouse student opinion and
wrath.

the lantern
The Lantern is published to provide a
p lace for the creative literary works of Ursinus
students . The diverse types of poetry and
prose are selected by the Lantern staff not
only for their pure literary excellence but
also for their appea l to readers whose interests
va ry widely. With high ideals a nd noble
diligence the Lantern pushes toward this end
of being the prime aesthetic literary outlet
on camp us.

Sam Miller, editor of the Lantern, critically peruses an
article in a recent issue of his fine magazine.

Al Kinloch and Lew Dreyfoos take a short break from discussing finances to ponder a current news item.

Mike Weller, Art Editor of the Lantern, exchanges views
with Harris Trieman of the Lantern Literary Staff.

Wrestling

Sophomore Larry Glass seeks a quick take-dow n of Albright wrestler.

Capt. Jack Prutzman and Tony Cianci working out. First rO)ll, left 10
right: B. Turnbull, K . Luck, D . Smit h, J . Davies, Capt. J . P ru tzman,
T. Cianci.
ecol1d row: W . Abele, B. Neubauer, P. H ill , M . Presto n.
Third rO)ll: B. Petersen, W. Nielse n, P . Simpson, E. Russell, Coach R.
Schellhase.

The Ursinus wrestling team began its
season under the capable supervision of
new coach, Mr. Richard Schellhase. Captain, Jack Prutzman, suffered a rib injury
early in the season and could wrestle only
against Haverford. However, his "pin"
in that contest proved to be a deciding
factor in an Ursinus victory. The only
other senior, Tony Cianci, constantly displayed outstanding ability.
The rest of the team was well rounded
out by Joe Davies and Larry Glass (123
lbs.) ; Bob Turnbull and Don Smith (130
lbs .); Karl Luck (137 lbs.); Bob Neubauer and Paul Hill (157 lbs.) ; Pete Petersen (167 lbs.); Enos Russel and Tom
Engel (177 lbs.); and Will Abele (unlimited class).
This capable team constantly proved a
great threat even in the face of more experienced opposition .

Bob Petersen riding his man in 167 pound class.

Senior Tony Cianci on his way to another pin.

Bob Turnbull applying pressure in near pin.

Haverford's Del Bello out-rebounds Wally ChristJim Wenhold going up for rebound.
Hitting the cords for two.

Basketball
The 1958-59 season saw head coach Paul Zdanowicz returning for his
second year at Ursinus. He felt rather optimistic with high-scoring Jim
Wenhold and Inky Wagner around whom to build the squad. Mike Becker
and Wally Christ after missing the previous season were back to occupy
starting positions at forward and guard respectively. Denny Gould, 6 '3"
center up from the J.V.'s, rounded out the starting combine. Offering able
assistance in the backcourt throughout the season were Tom Winchester,
John Detweiler, Curt Conn, and Doug Harper while Marv Koff, Pete Wise,
and Glen Snyder were capable substitutes in the forecourt.
.
The highlight of the season was the home win against Philadelphia
Pharmacy_ This victory was the first on the home floor in three years.
Injuries hindered team play during the entire season, however, and contributed to a disappointing conclusion. Those seniors ending their collegiate
basketball careers were Wagner, Christ, Koff, and Becker. The remaining
members will return for another season on the Ursinus hardwood_

"Inky" Wagner completing successful fast break.

First row, left to right: W. Christ, D. Harper, C. Conn,
T. Winchester, J. Detweiler, B. Wagner. Second row,
left to right: Coach P. Zdanowicz, G. Snyder, J. Wenhold,

Mike Becker making successful tap.in.

M. Becker, D. Gould, P. Wise, M. Koff, P. Vokrot,
B. Schmoyer.

Back row: Coach John Klock, P. Wise, D. Emery, B. Ma rers, H. Murphy, P.
Saylor, manager B. Mulford. Frollt row: D. Harper, B. D avis, J. McCrae, L.
Varano, L. Koch.

Junior Varsity Basketball

Paul Saylor drives past a
P.M.C. player.

Glen Snyder takes a jump shot.

Jay Apfelbaum shooting for two.

The Junior Varsity was guided
by a n ewcomer to the Ursinus
coaching staff, Mr. John Klock.
A talented freshmen group presented themselves at the start of
the season. With many players
possessi n g equal ability it was hard
to choose a starting squad. As a
result a number of names appeared
as standouts during the season.
Roger Wiest, Jay Apfelbaum,
Larry Koch, Ken Saylor, Bill
Davis, and Bernie Masters were
among these performers. Since
all the aforementioned are freshmen , Ursinus expects a brighter
future in basketball.

Swimming

Seated left to right: D. Schachterle; L. Harten; K. Scheffley; D. Efenberg; M. Scheerbaum; J. Robbins, co-captain; L. MacFarland. Standing left to right: J. Schachterle,
manager; J- Hearne; F. Kleinhoff; B. Rhorer, coach; B. Sheese; N. Updegrove. T.
Williams, co-captain, not present.

Leanne Harten displays her jackknife skills.

Badminton
The badminton team, coached by
J en Shillingford and captained by
Jeanne LeCato, had all of their letter
winners from last year return for the
19~8- 5 9 season. The team has been
undefeated in the past two years, and
with the spirit and pep of the girls
their string of victories should increase.
The biggest rivals are Bryn Mawr and
Swarthmore ; these matches, especially,
are thrillers from start to finish.
This year several team members entered the Class B Delaware Valley
Badminton Association Tournament.
Three girls brought distinction to Ursinus through their outstanding play.
Carol Heffelfinger and Liz Wheeler
were runners-up in the women's doubles and Jeanne LeCato and Harvy
Snavely of Lebanon, Pa., were runners-up in mixed doubles.

The 1958-59 Swimming team is once again under the fine leadership of coach
Beverly Ruhr. This year's team has so many candidates, veterans and freshmen,
that they are sure to have a successful season. The number of freshmen will
provide building blocks for future years. Besides a varsity team, U rsinus can,
this year, provide a full J. V. lineup. Captain Jackie Robbins and the entire team
has shown '8.n extreme amount of enthusiasm, spirit, and determination which is
the key to success in any sport.

Kneeling left to right: F. Dietrich; S. Rinehart; J. LeCato, captain; C. LeCato; B.
Alexander. Standing Left to right: A. Statzell; C. Heffelfinger; C. Williamson;
C. Eddy, manager; E. Wheeler.

GirIs' Varsity Basketball
This year's girls' varsity basketball team, captained by Susie Wagner,
had a number of returning letter winners including: Faye Bardman, Alice
Irwin, Joyce Gilb rt. In addition, the squad was rounded out by freshmen,
Winnie Miller, Anne Sansenbach, Lynn Crasley, and Lori Hamilton, all of
whom show much promise for future years. Filled with spirit and determination, the team, under the able leadership of Coach Snell, has high hopes
of a winning season.

Faye takes a jump
shot.

Six varsity Belles m a practice scrimmage.

Kneeling left to right: E. Wheeler, A. Irwin,
Captain S. Wagner, A. Sansenbach, 1. Reiniger. Standing: F. Bardman, L. Magness, J.
Gilbert, L. Hamilton, L. Crosley. Not shown:
W. Miller, P. Hoehl, and Coach E. Snell.

Standing left to right: C. Bentley, S. Schnabel, F. McQueen, S.
Bastow, M. Lozier, S. Ether. Kneeling: R. Fatscher, J. Fry, C.
Boyer, R. Forepaugh, Not shown: M. Cramer, and Coach J.
Shillingford.

Two Belles in a battle for the ball.

Girls' Junior
Varsity Basketball
The girls' J. V. basketball team, though made up mainly
of freshmen, also had a few returning members including
Carol Bently, Margie ' Cramer, and Mary Lozier, who added
the necessary experience that comes only with practice.
Through spirit and hard work, the girls obtained the experi.
ence which will prepare them for the varsity squad in
future years.
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peace

Off

eartit,

If only they could sing!

goodwill
Christmas at Ursinus is indeed a time of joyous festivities,
friendly fellowship, and a tru e spiritual feeling. Many weeks
prior to Christmas week, rehearsals for the Messiah begin
a nd are manifested in a moving performance. Dormitories
are decorated, plans for th e Christmas Banquet a nd dorm
parties are made, presents are wrapped and well-wishes are
extended. The traditional Christmas D a n ce and the caroling
will long be remembered for th emselves, and also for the
incidents associated with them. And as a n ew day dawns,
echoes of " M erry Christmas" are h eard throu ghou t th e halls.

What could be IlIcer than a cozy fire at
Christmas time?

The final rehearsal has begun.

The Messia h Ch orus g ives its
command performance.

toward meH.

A wonderful Christmas banquet.
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all lie tkat labor altd are keavII ladelt.

First row, left to right: D. Doyle, P. Tomasovich M. Foller,

V. Hoffman, Farher Conran, L. Podolak, L. Rossi, M. Neborak, G. Tripician.
ecolld row: J. Prozak, A. Woodward,
E. Tadley, F. McQueen, P. Wise.

Newman Club
The Ursinus College Chapter of the Newman Club, a
religious organization for Cathnlic college students, meets
bi-monthly. Reverend Edward J. Conran, J.CO., of
Saint Eleanor's Church, Collegeville, acts as chaplain, instructing and advising the group and being especially
helpful in answering the many questions that arise regarding the doctrines of Catholicism.

First row, left to right: E. Slim, G . Busler, E. Breztger, K.
Harrelson, A. Willis. Second row: M. Shilton, M. Facchinetti, N. Easter, R. Moran, R. Blew, B. Heal.

Canterbury Club
The Canterbury Club is a national organization of the
Anglican communion in American colleges and universities. Its intent is to provide a framework in which churchmen, undergraduate and graduate, lay and clerical, who
have in common not only their membership in the Church
but also their several vocations in the world of higher
education, may unitedly express their concern for the
Church, the World, and the University.

Chi Alpha
Chi Alpha is an organization, initially, for those interested in full-time Christian service. It affords an opportunity for students to share with each other and support
each other in preparing for this vital and com.plex task.
It also serves any others interested in a deeper understanding of their Christian faith.
First rOJII, left to right: K. Trauger, L. Joseph, B. Hauer, W.
McQuoid, R. McClelland, B. Garlick, M. Bodlein. Secolld
roll': K. Kreisinger, I. Moore, G. Busler, Mr. Richard Schellhase, S. Fogal, C. Gelbach.

(jood IlIck lie mllids beware lie men,
lor the ,Corelei is here.

On February 20, 1959, Sunnybrook was
again the scene of the annual Lorelei. Following tradition, U rsinu s women treated their
escorts for the evening, and presented them
with origin al "co rsages."
Ted H olco mbe
reigned as King, and th e new members o f the
Whitians were announced. A rep lica of Lorelei
herself graced the centerpiece around which
couples danced to the music of Matt Gillespie.

The Lorelei's chosen Lord, Ted Holcombe.

N ew members of the Whitians arc : 5 tall dill~ lc ft t o Yi~ht:
E . Wheeler, past president, H. Pea rson, D . Vye, E. Emellheiser, N. Springer, M. Shilton. Sittill g : L. Moock, R.
Bellairs, J. Retford, N. Harris.

Reception line: J. Haag, C. Brune, W. Christ, R. Bellairs,
Dr. and Mrs. Heltferich, Mr . and Mrs. Pettit, Dr. and
Mrs. Staiger, Dr. and Mrs. Miller.

As wil1ter el1ds~ tlte rllslt beflil1s.
Alpha Phi Epsilon
The brothers of Alpha Phi
Epsilon, known more commonly as the "Apes", are the
blue jacketed gentlemen seen
on campus. Their successful
projects this year included a
Homecoming. Reunion; the
election of Sally McSparren as
their Homecoming representative for queen; the "Annual
Flop", a spirited autumn
dance; the rushing stag; and
the sentimental evening of the
closing dinner dance.
It is
with great pride that the Apes
can boast a year of accomplishment.

Frolli row: D. D'EII tachio, F. Cook, R.
Hayes J. Phillips, B. Brown, B. Birch.
ecolld row: J. Sal wen, B. Drobnyk, R. tank us,
J. Terry, P. McHale, J. Steele. Third row:

D. Fessman, D. Wright, B. Guttschal1, J.
Gartner, J. Bracken. Top row: P. Stubbs,
B. Shippee.

M. Drewniak, R. Maestrelli, 1. Wagner. First
row: C .Anderson, T. Winchester, T. Cianci,
J. Detweiler, D. Famoll. ecolld row: L.
Verano, K. Moyer, T. Kershner, E. Haigh,

T. McGrath, J. Whiteman. Third row: JMyers, B. Horrocks, J. Prutzman, B. Lippincott, E. Savastio, M. Preston, J. Wenhold.

Beta Si9ma Lambda
Beta Sig boasts one of the
closest knit groups of fraternity members on campus. Their
social affairs are traditionally
successful. The main attractions this year were "The
Can", an open dance; an annual orphans' party climaxing
the Christmas season; an open,
free party; and last, and perhaps most enjoyable for the
members, a closing dinner
dance.
True fraternal spirit and fellowship contributed much to
the wonderful year Beta Sig
enjoyed.

Delta Mu Sigma
The watchwords of Delta Mu
S igma, " Demas", are brotherhood,
loyalty, and lasting friendship.
Th is year was highlighted by the
election of their fraternity queen,
S allie Eikner, as Homeco ming
Queen. Community and social
even ts such as the Christmas O rphans Party with Sig Nu, a rousing cocktail party, and the Annual
Mixer with 0 Chi were successes
without exception . Under the
leadership of Jim Cooper, Demas
closes o ut o n e of its greatest years
to d ate.

First row: R. Lubking, J. Schumacher. Second row: L. H abgood,
B.Scheideler, W. Christ. Third row: J. Sandercock, B. D empsey.
Fourth row: G. Snyder, J. Heckler, B. Megill, B. Angstadt. Fifth
row: M. Anderson, J. Cooper, B. Schmoy er, V. Morgan. Si xth
row: K. Luck, E. Brookes, D. Bachman. S eyenth row : M. Becker,
G. Armstrong, D. Barbour.

Delta Pi Sigma
D elta Pi Sig m a is a fraterna l orga n ization dedicated
th e cause of th e male day student here at Ursinus.
T h is yea r D elta Pi h as d istin guished itself as bein g
the lead e r in the L F .C. In add itio n , it has spo n so red
cake sales, gay rushing stags, orph an s' pa rties with
KDK, and a m ag nifice nt d inner da n ce at th e end of
its social seaso n.

to

First row: D. Shearer, R. Harrison, M. Semach, K. Bailey, A. Hil1,
D. Zeigler, S. Small. S eco nd ro w: R. Burns, W . Carson, W . Bradbury, W. Sorenson, L. Graburn, T. Hake, J. Strunk, V. W eiss,
T. McCabe, G. Stagliano, P. Phillips. Not pictured: W. Gould.

-- '~~
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Si9ma Rho Lambda
Sig Rho' social season was laun hed
b a Homecoming banquet over which
their queen, Jakie Robbins, reigned.
In their new paper, "The
wsletter",
it wa roport d that the scholar hip
fund exceed d $2000, a great tribute
to a fine fraternity. The wi nter sea on
witne ed the brothers at an ice-skating
parry followed by "Dew Drop Blast'
during second semester. A May dinner dance provided a fitting climax to
a year packed with fun and success.

First row: L. Dryfoos, ]. Haag, S. Finkbiner, A. Daniels, A. Kinloch, L. Drummond.
econd row: D. Chrisman, B. Hoffman, B. Zindell, G. Busler, ]. Forr~st,
]. Bauman. Third row: T. Coffin, D. West, F. Bauman, B. Watson, W. Kurz, D.
Watson. Fourth row: B. Wehr, S. Wagman.

Frollt 10 back: A. Wilson, T. Holcombe, B. Petersen, C. Parker, B. Turnbull, J.
Faust, P. Simpson, W. Abele, T. Engel, C. Mesa, R. Eichlin, R. Boggio, W.
Williams, A. Walton, M . Blewett, H. Zall, B. Pearl.

Zeta Chi
ZX is an all around active brotherhood which fosters true fraternal companionship and loyalty. The Zetans
try to contribute s0l11ething to every
aspect of campus life. Among their
social highlights this year were the
Homecoming Dinner, the " Survival
Swing" dance, the annual rushing stag,
the orphans' party, and the colorful
dinner dance at the close of schoo l. In
every way, ZX has measured up to the
qualities of an outstanding nOll caln~
pus" fraternity.

6

Interfraternity Council

Sitting, left to right: M. Drewniak (APE), A. Kinloch (Sig
Rho), K. Bailey, Pres. (Delta Pi), B. Turnbull (ZX), J. Phil.
lips (Beta Sig), J. Cooper (Demas). Back roll': J. Prutzman

(APE), L. Dryfoos (Sig Rho), B. Brown (Beta Sig), B.
Carson (Delta Pi), W. Williams (ZX), J. Heckler ( Demas) .

The IFC council is an organization comprised of representatives
from each of the six campus fraternities. The prime objective of this
group is the promotion of inter· fraternity good will and respect
through joint effort. Besides coordinating the fraternity rushing and
bidding programs, the council sponsors an IFC weekend in the
spring. This colorful tradition is perennially a smashing success and
is accomplished mainly by the combined cooperative efforts of the
member fraternities.

A winning Jump by Schumacher.

Bob Megill keeping time to a fast beat.
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Senior Prom leaving time to be gall.
The S ni r Class presented its S nior Ball, a "Fa ntasy in Frost, "
on 0 eember 5, 1958. Th d orati ns, under the direction of Trudy
Laurenson, s t a woodland s en which in lud ed a white deer poised
in a nowy glade.
The Lord and Lady of th Ball, Al Dani Is and Linda Brenner,
r igned while everyone enjoy d the music f Matt Gillespie.
The announ ement of the p rman nt la s officers was another
highlight of a sue e ful ev ning for the S nior Class and its guests.

Dean Stahr with AI Daniels, Lord of the Senior Ball

Brenner the

Spring
With the Spring comes a new glow - a manifestation of seeds sown, of ideas planted, of work begun
and finished. Here is a time for rejoicing, for enjoying the depth of satisfaction which accompanies completion .
The hours, weeks, and months are gone, yet the
memory of their success or failure, the memory of
their lessons lingers to color subsequent hours. One
cycle is ended; another is about to begin - founded
on and reared in the past, dependent upon the present, expectant with the future.

First row, left tn right: J. Meszaros, G. Snyder, F. Cook, F .
Bauman. ecolld row: S. Pontius, L. Yonker, C. Heffelfinger,
P. Hunt, J. Church , S. Scherr, M. Sensenig, E. Simpson, B.
Swope. Third row: G. Tripician, B. Peterson, L. Woodcock,
J. Tomkins, H. Blum, E. Bingemann, S. McSparren, C. Wood,
J. Schachterle, S. Follet, S. Motta. FOllrth row: J. MacDougall,
A. Mumbauer, B. Dean, J. Meyer, N. Craft, J. Pettigrew, G .
Ford, M Veri, C. Nicolai, L. Habel, E. Heasley, S. Sands.
Fifth row: J. Carter, J. Bardusch, P. Cadmus, B. Hauer, N.
VanBuskirk, C. Freed , L. Schaumberg, S. Cohen, K. Behler,
S. Duvall, B. Gattiker, C. Mallick, M. Bair. ixth Row: D. Fieks,
D. Lamm, D. Hagerty, C. Jones, J. Wetterau, J. Drenguba,
C. Feusht, N. Brill, E. Rankin, D. Doyle, T. White, C. Harrelson, A. Woodward, E. Slim. Se'JIenth row: D. Famous, R.

Sophomores
One yea r older and little wiser th e Class of '61, led by
our capable class officers, returned to Ursinus. Our fall
endeavor was to put into action the revised Freshman Customs Program under the capable leadership of "Sensational Sententious Sandy" and Mr. Heckler, Sir.
For our first social function of the year we spread our
wings to present a Thanksgiving dance entitled the "Fowl
Ball," and shortly thereafter followed with preparations
for the annual So ph Hop.

Officers of the Sophomore Class:
President, Frank Cook; Secretary,
] oan Meszaros; Vice-President, Glen
Snyder; Treasurer, Fred Bauman.
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Leonard, J. Sandercock, L. Habgood, J. Heckler, M. Dempsey,
M. Evoy, M. Madish, R. Alderfer, D. Pengelly, M. Fusco.
Eighth row: W. Burns, P. McHale, R. Lubking, C. Luck, R.
Koch, M. Dechant, B. Bender, B. Pine, D. Egge, S. Stevens, D.
Schachterle, W . Nace, P. Tomasovich. Ninth row: D. Fessman,
R. Stankus, J. Santosuosso, M. Mehrer, L. Hollingsworth, J.
Faust, J. Whiteman, M. Mazurek, E. Delate, P. Longmyer, J.
Knerr, J. Miller. Tenth row: B. Randall, C. Slinghoff, B. Broz,
D. Hundig, W. Stickle, A. Walton, 1. Moore, M. Phillips, R.
Eichlen, R. Griffin, R. Linker, R. Castle, W. Wehr, W. Kurz,
W. Able. Eleventh row: R. Bachman, V. Morgan, R. Sandburg,
H. Murphy, F. Genter, J. Day, P. Schultz, D. West, C. Holloway, J. Leatherman.

Where hope sprlHgs eterHal.
~

"An automatic 'A' if you rub it." Left to
right: Bob Petersen, Mike Blewett, Jim
Batchler.

Juniors

It does not seem possible to the members of the Class of 1960 that
three years have passed since they wore the dinks of the lowly Frosh.
Looking back on that freshman year, the members have reason to
believe that perhaps they weren't so lowly after aU. Bolstered by enthusiasm and cooperation they presented two very successful dances,
"Showboat" and the " Golden Nugget" and supported an active
Booster committee.
"Serene, sagacious, sophisticated Sandy" and "Mr. Gest" along
with the other Soph rulers stand out in our minds as the leaders of
the traditional customs program. No "sophomore slumpers", we
joined in a cooperative effort to produce two dances with current
themes, "Sputnik" and "Roland's Rendezvous".
This year under the leadership of John Forrest, president for the
third year; Jon Myers, vice-president; Helen Pearson, secretary; and
Bruce Drobnyk, treasurer, we joined the ranks of the established
upperclassmen. Reflecting on the success of "The Snare", our turnabout venture, and the Junior Prom we look forward to another year
which will further demonstrate the enthusiastic spirit of the Class
of 1960.

Where slIper/lllolls
wisdom blooms.

The officers of the Junior Class, left to
right: Bruce Drobnyk, Treasurer; John
Forrest, President; Helen Pearson, Secretary; and not pictured, Jon Myers, Vice
President.

"Ursinus Playboys", sitting, left to right:
Keith Moyer, Phil Vokrat; standing, left
to right : Ted Kerschner, Bill Horrocks,
Jon Myers, Clem Anderson, Dick Winchester.
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" ... and if Jack aag COIll
back ... "
lalldillg: Dave
Lind 11111th.
il/illg: TOI11
toudt, Joe Lutz, Bob Wat·
son.

Bev Kallenbach, Margie ra111 r, Ali e Mills and Bobbi
Flah rry list n to a few
"word
of wi dom' from
Joyce Krasley.

"Wonder what it' like to be
on the outside?" Wil on Lorentz, AI Brown, Ken Dages,
and Ron Avery.

"Got a good hand there, Ginny?" Judy Sanders, Ginny
Klier,
arol Davis, Sandy
Henne, and Margaret Smith.

Looks like two Sllrc tricks for
Marty.
Trinka Schnabel ,
Luey Magness, Ann Hurd ,
Dizzy Dearnley, Marty Paxson and Loretta Witmer.

"Where's the old U.c. get up
and go?" Andy Street, Ron
Tempest, George Morris, Joe
Procak, Hank Richmond,
John Deisinger.

The Paisley reception room
serves as a meeting place for
four juniors. Seated: Linda
Foard, Sue Johnson, Barbara
Romig, Bunny Below, on the
floor.

"Let's cut it out and hang it
up." Dick Boggio, Tom Engle, Bob Turnbull, Al Zelley.
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S ven Tau Sigers in :l row . ..
Mar Lou Moock, Gail
ummings, Temple ritchfield, Hel en
P earson, Barbara Mc lure, Susan Wagner, and Marla Shilton.

" It must ha ve been something they
ate!!" Lynne Graburn, Tucker
Hake, Sid Small, Dick Marberger.

" But still try for who knows ... ?"
londillg: Jim Wenhold, Elmer
Haigh , Bob Lippencott, Al Stahl,
Tony McGrath.
illillg: Ed Savastio, Charles Gest.

Seven 0 Chiers and friend: Joan
Refford, Loretta Podolak, Cindy
Buchanan, Arlene Rittweiler, Sally Lesher, Nancy Blickenderfer,
and Lynn Ransom.

"Thank goodness for Friday!"
Carol Gingery, Gail Snyder, Linda Dean, Sara Abel, and J 0 Miller.

"I bid one king." Jeanne Le Cato,
Ingie Reiniger, Jud y Brinton, and
Sandy Rinhart.

Sue Hillard, Gail Kleckner, Mar.
lene White, Jane MacMullan,
and Ellen Clark make five pretty
guards for Eger Gateway.

"Wish I had my binoculars!"
Harris Trieman, Mike Weller,
Ron Shissler, Dick Hirschorn,
Dan Schearer.

"Future S.P.C.A. ers!!" Carolyn
Forry, Charlotte Weiss, Naomi
Herre.

"Standing on the corner watching
all the girls go by." Laverne
Joseph, Bob Hunsicker, John
Innes, Bob Kreisinger.
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A relax ing moment in the
d ay stud y for Sis Moyer,
Beverl y Garlick, Bett y Tadley, and J anice Whitehead.

" And the electrod e firs here !"
Bob M egill , H elmut Behling,
G eorge
Arms rrong,
Bob
Scheidler, Ed Brookes .

Could
Ann McWilliams,
Carol Schmidt, Elise Moennig, Linda MacFarland, and
Margaret Miller actually be
studying?!

" Who's first?" Lin Drummond, Don Watson, Bill Zindel, John Forrest, George
Busler, Jack Bauman.

"I refuse to believe it." Bruce
Drobnyk, Bob Shippee, John
Steele, Dave Wright.

Paisley lasses stop in the Supply between classes to listen
to the latest on the Ursinus
hit parade. Left to right:
Barbara
Brecht,
Barbara
Bates, Sally Struve, Jane Gilinger, Pat Karppinen, and
Nancy Springer.

"Is that a lamb in the background?" Left to right: Judy
Whittam, Tris Kauffman,
Bob Brumfield, Sandy Perfetti, and Bernie Brown.

Joanne Scholl, Kathy Sheffley, Mary Pennington, Faye
Bardman, Helen Baile, and
Weezie Sperber enjoy a study
break on third floor Paisley.
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As tlte eartlt repairs?
new interests are sltared.

OILong way to 100 wins for Coach 'Sieb' Pancoast, but short trip to showers!"
Clockwise-first row: D. Lim, R. Wagner, J. Wenhold, Coach Pancoast, W. Christ.
Second row: G. Herman, H. Murphy, J. Schumacher, J. Haag, G. Armstrong,
E. Savastio.

Baseball
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Warm welcome for "Wally"
hri t following two-run homer.

The U rsinus baseball team upheld tradition by
turning in another winning record for the ' 58 season
_ 10 wins and 5 defeats. One of the highlights of
the season was Coach "Sieb" Pancoast 's 1 OOth win
as baseball mentor at Ursin us.
The ' 59 team, captained by Wally Christ, entered
the season confi.dent of continuing the winning ways
of Ursinus in baseball. Nine returning lettermen
formed the nucleus of the squad and were counted
on to repeat their outstanding performances of the
previous season. Beside Wally Christ other seniors
were Paul "Doc" Lim, Jack Strunk, Bob "Inky"
Wagner, and Wayne Williams. The remaining junior
lettermen were Lin Drummond, Elmer Haigh, Ed
Savastio, and Jim Wenhold. Supported by talented
and competitive freshmen another victorious season
is predicted.
Jim Wenho1d, Bear power-hitter,
in action.

Left to right: D. Lim, E . Savastio, Coach
G. Sieber
ager), H.
Haigh, J.
strong, J.
Christ, A.

Pancoast, G. Herman (ma n.
Murphy, L. Drummond, E .
Haag, J. Wenho1d, G. Arm.
Strunk, J. Schumacher, W.
Street, R. Wagner.

Standing, left to right: Coach
Ra ymond Gurzynski, B. Petersen.
Seated: P. Constantine, A. Walton, F. Genter, J. Riddell , J.
Da vies, D. Emery, B. Scheideler,
A. Graburn, V. Morgan, C. Fox .

"Up and over for Bob Petersen."

Track
Captain "Cal" Fox practicing his start.

During out Junior year, the track team finished
the season with a poor record of three wins and five
losses. It was truly unfortunate for the squad that
Ken Buggeln was injured for the entire season. Ken,
our star runner the previous year, presently holds
two school speed records. This year the nucleus of
the team is comprised of returning lettermen Cal Fox,
senior; Bob Peterson, junior; and Fred Genter, Al
Walton and Vern Morgan, sophomores. Coach Ray
Gurzinski anticipates many pleasant surprises this
year and is hoping for a very successful season.
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Bob Brumfiel and Bob Petersen airborne
hurdle meet.

JI1

a

Al Walton set to throw the discus.

Left to right: B. Broz, B. Miller, E. Clisby, Coach S. Quinn, S. Wagman, A. Martella,
L. Habgood.

Men's Tennis
Having lost two of last year's lettermen, Bob Gilgor and
captain Gene Morita due to graduation, the tennis team will
be paced by seniors She! Wagman and Art Martella, the new
co-captains. Speedy, aggressive Art got to the semi-finals in
the Middle Atlantic Competition last year and was rated the
most outstanding player on the Bears' squad. Other returning
lettermen are Boris Broz and Larry Habgood, both promising
sophomores. With heads up play the team, coached by Sidney
Quinn, should better its 3-5 record of last year.

Captain Art Martella set
for forehand smash.
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Girls'
Tennis

Members of the tennis team look on while Captain Carol LeCato
demonstrates the backhand stroke. Left to right: Coach Shilling.
ford, C. Heffelfinger, A. Statzell, S. Stevens, S. Rinehart, C.
Williamson, G. Alexander, and J. LeCato.

The girl's tennis team, led by the able Jen Shillingford,
wound up an outstanding 1958 season undefeated for the sec·
ond year in a row to bring their string of victories to 17
straight. All the matches displayed much spirit, pep and excitement. The Swarthmore match, taking 5 1'4 hours to play
because of rain, was by far the most exciting. Carol LeCato,
1958 captain, has been high in the standing for three years
for the Middle Atlantic Girls' Tennis Championship. The
1959 tennis team , packed with experience and losing only
Rene Rawcliffe by graduation, should continue its winning
streak and have another undefeated season.
Middle Atlantic All College tournament entrants-left to right: J.
LeCato, C. LeCato (runner-up in the tournament), J. Shillingford
(coach), and C. Heffelfinger.
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An ace serve.
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Softball

The Softball Belles-left to right: L. Sperber, N. Gilmore, M.
Cramer, L. Magness, J. Schachterle, D. Schachterle, G. Snyder,
and Coach Snell.

The 1958 softball team consisted mostly of newcomers.
The squad, captained by Mary Shultz, included four returning
lettermen. Because of the many events that are scheduled
and the poor weather conditions in the spring, the softball
team is limited in the number of games they play. As a result
of the spirit and enthusiasm showed by all who come out for
the team, the softball team usually has a good season. The
interest of the girls makes Coach Eleanor Snell's job of filling
vacant positions an easier one. The 1959 squad will have many
returning lettermen and will be looking forward to a successful
season.

Batter up.

Gail nabs Margie on a second base slide.
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Lacrosse
Each year la ros e i gaining more interest and enthusiasm . The 1958 season registered 2 wins, against
Drexel and Swarthmore, and 3 losses, against T mple,
e t hester, and Beaver. The girls showed pep,
spirit, interest and willingne :; to learn . The team lost
only two members by graduation, Sue J ustic and Pat
Woodbury. With captain Alice Irwin, All-American
Reserve for two years, and a squad including ma n y
returni n g varsity players, Coach Marge Watson a n d
the lacrosse team should, in 1959, co n tinue their improvement and come out with a good record. Al so
there to bolster the 1959 team will be excelle n t freshmen prospects for key positions.

Nancy catches a high pass.

Kll eelill g: Alice Irwin, Ca ptain ; le ft to right : T. Williams,
Brinton, L. JYfagness, S. W agner, N . Krombol z, N.
Faust, M. Lozier, L. Sperber , L. Yonker, M . Cramer,
Coach Mrs. Reid Watson ( not pictured ) .

J.

.}

w. A. A.
The Women's Athletic Association, whose membership
is based upon a point system' earned through various inter
collegiate and intercurricular activities, is instrumental in
promoting women's sports at Ursinus.

First row, left to right: B. Alexander, C. Eddy, J. Robbins, G.
Alexand er, P. Hunt. Second row: F. Dietrich, A. Irwin, S.
Wagner, S. Rinehart, E. Emenheiser, J. Gilbert. Third row:
M. Cramer, L. Sperber, J. LeCato, L. Magness, F. Bardman,
K. Scheffley, M. Lozier, L. Yonker, S. Scherr.

Varsity Club
First row, lcft to right: M. Drewniak, R. Harrison, B. Turnbull,
T. Cianci, W. Christ, J. Wenhold, T. Kershner. Second row:
A. Kinloch, B. Petersen, J. Davies, S. Wagman, J. Prutzman,
J. Meyers, C. Anderson, B. Schmoyer. Third row : G. Snyder,
E. Savastio, B. Dempsey, E. Haigh, R. Paine, B. Angstadt, J.
Detweiler. Fotlrth row: R. Boggio, K. Moyer, L. Drummond,
J. Sandercock, K. Bailey, T. Holcombe, E. Brooks, R. Wagner,
J. Forrest.

The Ursinus College Varsity Club is composed of all
those athletes who have ea rned their letter participatin g
in inter-collegiate SpOrtS_ The club's activities are varied
so that all members may take part in one or more
functions.
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YM-YWCA

Along railil/g (descel/ding order):
. Owen, S. Fogal , B.
Kallenbach, E. Heasley, L. Witmer, D. Lamm, L. Strasser,
R. Mercer, B. Romig. Back rolV (descendil/g order): Advisor,
Mr. R. Schellhase, P. Constantine, K. Trauger, 1. Moore, W.

Barbara Tucker and Cherrie Soper find
time to rest during the Fall "Y" Retreat.

McQuoid, R. Tempest (Treas.), B. Garlick (Sec.), M. Shilton
(V.P.-YW), R. Kreisinger (V.P.-YM), Co Carpenter
(Pres.-YW), T. Clair (Pres.-YM) .

The YM-YWCA , as the Christian organization on campus, tries
to present a rich and varied program directed toward satisfying student needs and interests. Membership is open to all. The program
is concentrated into four commission areas.
The Campus Affairs Commission endeavors to supply the social
and cultural needs of the campus with activities such as sketch and
music parties, student-faculty evenings, and an art seminar. The
Intercollegiate Commission is a new group formed to encourage exchange of programs and ideas with other colleges. Attendance at
regional conferences and programs on European seminars and work
camps also fall into this area.
Through the Social Responsibility Commission, the X-ray and
blood mobiles are brought to Ursinus, and students participate in
volunteer work at the Norristown State, Valley Forge Hospitals
and the Friends' Service work camps. S.R.C. this year sponsored
Koffe Klatsch, a marriage seminar, and a baby-sitting service for
faculty members. The Student Worship Commission is the sponsor
of the second semester "Religion in Life" week, Sunday night vespers,
Bible study, and Sunday school.
The Y as a group helps with freshman orientation and takes on
special projects as needs arise. The retreats held each spring and
fall combine good fellowship, worship, recreation, and study in a
meaningful week-end experience.

-

P acked and r ead y to go !
to b e at a loss for wo r ds- a

"Hey, this pole doesn't touch bottom!"

Sam Fogal leads the choir during the Sunday
evening worship service at the " Y" Retreat.

I

I

Bob Kreisinger leads the g roup in singing
at Camp Mensch Mill-scene of the '58 Fall

"Y" R.ttut.

Food is quite good-and plentiful at the
"Y" retreats.

I
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First ron': L. Joseph, M. Sensenig, P. Hill, E. Simpson, C.
Heasley, V. Keller, D. Lamm, L. Witmer, M. Swan, A. Hurd,
C. Freed. Secolld row: B. Hauer, A. Evans, S. Korte, M.
Smith, N. Springer, A. Lewis, D. Bethke, M. White, A. Mc.
Williams. Third row: C. Weiss, C. Davis, J. Sanders, J.

Nelson, L. MacFarland, A. Willis, B. Pine. Fourth row: C.
Forry, P. Cadmus, K. Scheffley, C. Smith, B. Sheese. Fifth
row: S. Fogal; W. McQuoid, D. Emery, W. Miller, R.
Kreisinger, 1. Moore. Back row: E. Gobrecht, R. Watson, R.
Allen, P. Shults, R. Hunsicker.

Meistersingers
A mixed choral group under the direction of
Dr. William F. Philip, this year's Meistersingers
had more interest from the student body than ever
before. Although it is not a professional group,
the Meistersingers strive for professional qualities
through the joy they receive themselves and the
pleasure they can give to others.
The chorus had a busier schedule this year than
before. Many concerts were sung in the Philadel·
phia area. The group provided the music for
several programs at the college also. The annual
spring tour, the highlight of the year, was to a
new area this year that of central and western
Pennsylvania.
In May, the annual banquet was held. New
officers were elected, and hopes were raised for
a bigger and better 1959·1960.

My poor, poor feet!

Chapel Choir
The Chapel Choir, directed by
Dr. W. F. Philip, sets the mood for
each chapel service throughout the
week by opening with a choral call
to worship and closing with a
prayer response. The choir, which
also participates in the annual
Christmas Communion service, IS
a completely voluntary group.
Back row : D. Emery, E. Boehm, S. Miller, R. Allen, P. Shults, W. Miller, R.
Kreisinger, J. Deisinger. Second row: S. Sands, M. Hunt, C. Davis, J. Sanders,
D . Lamm, J. Meszaros, C. Benner. First row: A. Hurd, E. Simpson, K. Schnabel,
M. Sensenig, J. Pettigrew, L. Foard, L. Woodcock, E. Heasley . At Organ: S. Small.

P. Shults, L. MacFarland, S. Small, S. Miller, S. Fogal,
W. McQuoid.

J. Deisinger, M. Thomas,

Music Room
The library music room was created for those of the U rsinus College student body who wish to
enjoy good music but haven't the
proper facilities of their own to do
so. The equipment provided includes a complete high fidelity
sound system with records which
appeal to all tastes plus an AMFM radio . The room is staffed with
monitors who are on duty and operate the expensive apparatus at
assigned hours .
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Campus
Chest
Left to right : R. Turnbull,
C. Edd y, ~. M Quoid.
tOlldill g: J. Lecato , L. Joseph R. Tempest, M . White.

Sigma Rho Lambda's
John Bauman.

Delta Pi Sigma's Lynn
Graburn .

Alpha
Phi
Epsilon's
Holland Fitts.

Zeta
Chi's
Hadtke.

Charles

Delta Mu Sigma's John
Schumacher.
Beta Sigma Lambda's
Bernard Brown.

Ugliest , Fraternity Men
The Campus Chest Committee organizes and
directs the annual united fund raising program on
the Ursinus campus. The 1959 Campus Chest
Drive set as its goal $1,600 . The money was
raised through the support of the various campus
organizations, the Ugly Man Contest, personal
solicitation, the Student-Faculty Show, and the
Penny Mile . Competition ran high in the intradorm solicitation contest. This year' s contributions went to The World University Service, The
American Friends Service Committee, The Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children, and
Town HOLlse, a local mental health agency .

"Squish . . . and all for charity."

Jug band jive.

Student-Faculty Show
Master of ceremonies

In

his glory.

Alpha Phi Omega
Th e Lambda Upsilon chapter of Alpha Phi Omega,
a national service fraternity, is an integral part of campus
life. The society functions generally to serve the student
body, faculty, and community. More specifically, it
handles all campus elections, aids the faculty at registra-

First row: F. Vastine, J.
Jones, R. Tempest, D. Koch,
L. Glass, R. Avery, B. Bond.
Second row: S. Brown, J.
Hope, D. Reiger, H. Rich.
mond, J. Ignatin, K. Dages,
J. Cardona, B. Robson.
Third row : G. Morris, B.
Barcklow, A. Brown, c.. Gel.
bach.

tion time, and provides for campus tours. This year it
helped augment the Christmas spirit by providing gay,
seasonal decorations.
In addition to the above, Alpha Phi has an active
social calendar including dances, parties, and trips.

A rite oj Spril1g, tlte flul1iors ) Prolf1
On the night of April 11, 1958 we
danced to the music of Bill Holcombe at
"Spray of Springtide', the Junior Prom.
The Lulu Temple Country Club was decorated for the affair with flower beds, picket fences, and trellises of white roses .
During the intermission, Al Daniels escorted our lovely prom queen, Jackie Robbins, to the stage where she was crowned
Queen by Dr. Pancoa t. On the stage with
the Queen were the members of the court:
Linda Brenner, Barbara DeGeorge, Penny
Hill, and Diana V ye.
After the crowning of the Qu een , Tom
Bennignus announced the four men who
were accepted into the Cub and Key Society. Jackie Robbins pin ned the traditi onal co lors on the lape ls of the n ew members: Walter Christ, Sam Fogal, Fred
Glauser, and Ted Holcombe.

Jackie Robbins-Queen of our Junior Prom.

The center piece.

Time out for quiet conversation at the prom.

"Spray of Springtime".

The rarely photographed, but equally important receiving line! The preceptresses
.• -. Seated, left to right: Mrs. Shryock, Mrs. McCandless, Miss Stahr, Mrs. Helfferich. Standing: Mrs. Towers, Mrs. Schellhase, Mrs. Hudnut, Mrs. Prizer, Mrs.
Hazlett, and Mrs. Pearson.
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oj tftc Old
In pea ant dress, the traditional
Ma polers, frolll left to right: J.
Wetterau, L. Habel, N. Brill, B.
Bender, I. DeRyder, S. Cohen, M.
ehrl e, E. Rankin, S. Struve, and
. Harrelson, twine in a nd out
among gay streamers.
May Queen Joan Martin, center, with her eight
charming attendants, fr om le ft to right: S. Mc.
Sparren, J. Gilinger, V. MacCalmont, S. Berger,
N. King, J . Robbins, H. Pearson, J. Mezaros.

Joanie

Martin
Mar Queen

"May is Fair Time" was the theme of the annual May Day
held on May la, 1958. Spectato rs attended the County Fair
along with two country cousi ns, J e nn y and Jake, and there
met the wicked gambler, th e intruding horse, the children,
and many animals and vegetables.
Our charming May Queen, J oan .Martin, presented a prize
for the best entry in the fair.
We remembered the Ma y Da y tradition in th e Maypole
dance and the presentation of corsages to Big Sisters by the
freshman women. The day was completed by a buffet, the
annual softball game, and the Curtain Club's presentation of
" She Stoops to Conquer."

The Bumblebees, le ft to right, back row: J. Drenguba, L.
Brenner, Queen Bee, G. Kleckner, S. Korte, J. Berry; front
row: N. Craft, V. Cross, D. Vye, and I. DeRyder engage
in a swift and lively portrayal.

~lte
Jackie Robbins
May Queen

Mall Vall of tlte ;New

" S pring comes to the Deeps" celebrated the traditional May D ay
at Ursi nus.
Under the ma nagement of Barbara Tucker, who was also author
of the pageant, mermaids, fish, and people gone down with their
shi ps a ll paid homage to their Quee n , Jackie Robbins. After the
lobster pages presen ted their queen, she was crowned by Kathy, to
rule o ver h e r d ream-world a nd undersea kingdom. The imaginative
pageant was fo llowed by the ann ual softball game, the buffet supper
and con cert. Anoth er fi ne a nd memorable May Day was climaxed
by the spring p lay prE;sentatio n of " S olid G old Cadillac".

Barbara Tucker, composer, director and
producer.

The 1959 Ma y Day Court-standing, left to right:
C. L. Koffke, P. Hill, J. Robbins, E. Da vis, J.
Meszaros. Kneeling : H. Pearson, L. Hamilton,
L. Peiffer, J . Gilinger.
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Women's Student
Gooernment Association
The Student Council is the executive
branch of the Women's Student G overnment a n d its fu n ction is to initiate and
carry out a n y measures which benefit all
women stude n ts. T h e group has ten members: four officers, four class representatives, a representative from the girls' day
study, and the chairman of the H all
P residen ts.
First row, Le ft to right : G. Sn yd er, vice-presid ent ; P. Cadmus, secretar y; R. Bellairs, presid ent ; M. Paxso n, treasurer. Seco nd row : E.
Rankin, M. H artzell , S. Motta, M. Pennington, N. Owen, N. Byrne.

Hall Board
The Hall Board acts in a judicial capacity for the W.S.G.A. and is composed
of the dormitory presidents, the president
of the girls' day study, the chairman of
the freshman customs committee, and the
officers of the Student Council.
This group is presided over by the vice president of the W.S.G.A. and it elects a
secretary from among its members. The
Hall Board enforces most of the college
regulations and all of the student government rules, meeting only when it is necessary to deal with offenders of these rules .
L e ft to right: C. Weiss, M . Pennington, M.
Bair, R. Bell airs, M. H artzell , Chairman; D.
Blakney, M. W ilson.

Senate
A cting as the legislative branch of the
Women' s Student Government Association is the S enate. The membership of
this group is composed of one representative from each dormitory except in the
new dorms which have one representative
for ea ch floor. The other members of the
group are the presidents of the Y.W.CA.
and the W .A .A., a Weekly representative,
a representative of the girls' day study,
and the president and vice-president of the
executive council.
First row, Left to right: G. Snyder, vice-president; R. Bellairs, president; J. Gilinger, secretary. Second row: M. Lozier, C. Forry, E.
Catlett, P. Whittick, J. Drenguba, H. Baile,
L. Yonker, M. Sensenig.

Ruth H. Mercer

Jack L. Elander

Lora L. Strasser

Edward S. Gobrecht
S ecretary-T reas.

J oan M. Schaefer
Vice -President

ALPHA PSI OMEGA
M e mbership in the Delta Tau Cast of Alpha
Psi Omega, a national honorary fraternity, is
extended to those students who have contributed outstanding work to colJege dramatics .
To wear the blue and gold colors is to be recognized 'for outstanding interest and participation in Ursinus drama:dcs. Alpha Psi members
serve as a nucleus for the Curtain Club by
offering guida n ce according to their motto of
"humble artistry". Seniors are pictured.

Annabel A. Evans
S ecretary

Samuel W. Fogal
President

Diana J. V ye
President

PI NU EPSILON
The Gamma Chapter of Pi Nu Epsilon,
national honorary music fraternity, serves as
the coordinating body for aU musical activities
of Ursinus, while seeking to create more inte rest in this field . Membership, based o n both
active participation in music organizations and
scholastic standing, is limited to upperclassmen. Seniors a re pictured.

William D. Miller
Treasurer

Edward S_ Gobrecht
V ice-President

Elizabeth A.
Wheeler

Paul A. Constantine
President

Diana J. Vye

PI GAMMA MU
Pi Gamma Mu is the national social science
honor society. Its purpose is to improve scholarship in the social studies and to achieve
synthesis therein. Lifetime members are
chosen from those who have achieved "B" or
above in twenty hours of social studies courses,
and who fulfil! other requirements. The main
project of the year is a banquet held in the
spring. Seniors' are pictured.

The Greek Honoraries
Nancy M. Byrne
S ecretary-T reas,

Rosalie H. Bellairs

Joan M. Schaefer
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Cub and Key
This honorary society was founded in 1939 to give
recognition to those men who exemplify the high ideals
of the co llege. The members, limited to seven , are chosen
from the junior class; the criteria for membership being
fine character, scholarship and participation in extra-curricular activities.
The society fosters respect and observance of college
rules, promotes the desire to achieve high scholastic
standing, spo n sors an annual scholarship, lends its service
whenever possible and functions as an alumni body.

Frederick L. Glauser
eere/ory

Ted S. Holcombe
Pres ide llt

Samuel W. Fogal

Walter R. Christ

The Whitians
The Whitians is an honorary society tor Ursinus women. Perman e nt membership is awarded to those junior and senior women who have received an
85 average for four semesters, and who have exhibited the qualities of leadership, character, and participation in extracurricular activities. During the
year the outstandi n g social eve nt held by the group is a smorgasbord luncheon
at the Collegeville Inn. An award sponsored by the Whitians is given to the
freshman woman who has achieved the highest scholastic standing in h er
class.
Laura L. Loney

Elizabeth A. Wheeler

Carol LeCato

Allan E. Daniels

Rosalie H. Bellairs

Diana J. Vye

Walter R. Christ

Frederick L. Glauser

Ted S. Holcombe

Nancy C. Owen

Joan M. Schaefer
The seniors on this page were chosen to be recognized in the 1958-59 edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges. The
students appearing in this volume represent approximately 750 colleges and universities. A committee
. composed of the student government heads and
representatives from the administration nominate the
candidates to the national association. Selection is
based on scholarship, participation and leadership in
academic and extracurricular activities, citizenship and
service to the school, and promise of future leadership.

John A. Haag

Carolyn M. Carpenter

Alice P. Irwin

Samuel W. Fogal
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Pop and one of his many sons.
But, I can't see a thing.

An "A" student doing a dandy job.

Post mark, Duryea.

The inevitable cheese.

•

Blew philosophizing the plates.

Boom!

I

bah!

Sorority ritual.

He attracts anything under 10.

Now you're to big for Santa's
lap, aren't you?
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How quickly fly the days, weeks, months. And now suddenly the pregnant moments of this year are but a memory. To us Ursinus is not merely
a congregate of cold stone buildings surrounded by trees and grass, but
Ursinus is the spirit of those people who make up its student body, its faculty
and administration. Ursinus is the school spirit - we remember the pep
rallies and football games with their enthusiastic and loyal cheering sections.
We remember the pomp and impressiveness of the inauguration and convocation tea held in honor of our new president. When work is done, books
and papers are temporarily laid aside, and student and professor alike often
join together in stimu lating and entertaining leisure .
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P olly H un t and AI Wal ton d isplay some fa ncy
steps.

M arcia S wa n and Loll y Strasser serve D ea n Pettit fo ll owing the
con vocation.

Dr. Fl etcher applies his
psychology.
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Ed Gobrecht calmly handles eager students buying books.
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At Ursinus we are presented with many opportunities for a further widening of our intellectual outlook. Our courses, lectures and books are supplemen ted by interesting and informative speakers for
our forum sessions. Forums are available to all students who wish to take this opportunity toward a
better understanding of their moral, religious, social,
an d political world .

Beta Sig assembles for a business meeting.

Ursinus provides the students with m any
occasions to work togethe r as a group - engendering the spirit of brothe rhood and sisterhood in the various fraterniti:es and sororities,
class loyalties with d ances and class proj ects
such as the Senior Show presented b y the
seniors as a group, and school spirit and
loyalty with the school working as a coordinated unit on projects. And, of course, for
the seniors, the big event of the year is graduation. For them it is the culmination of four
years of learning, fun, friendship , and activity.
Each student has received for himself rewards
from college living in proportion to the energy, enthusiasm , and time which he has been
willing to put forth.

Can we act!

Dr. Sturgis
graduates.
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SENI ORS

• • •

"Long, long be my heart with sweet
memories fill 'd!
Like the vase in which roses have
once been distilled;
You may break, YOLl may shatter the
vase if you will,
But the scent of the roses will hang
round it still."
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Class History

These words, penned by Thomas Moore some five
centuries ago, sing in our hearts now as we, the Class
of '59, close the door upon four full and happy years
-four years brimmed with challenges met and conquered, with the expansion and growth of the intellect and the heart. Our time here sped by so fast, and
yet how bright remain the memories. We remember
the dances and proms and our pride at having a part
in their preparation. In later years we'll smile as we

think on those weary "all-nighters," those meetings
"to set meetings for other meetings," the pep rallies
and games, the spirited dorm "gab sessions."
So short a while ago, it seems, we arrived on campus
as "the lowly frosh" full of enthusiasm and wonder
at the new world opening before us. Throughout
customs we watched our class shape into a working
unit headed by our president, Ben Houser. ·With our
first big project, the Freshman Class Dance, we learned
to work together, the result being the very successful
"Red Riot". Then we immediately set to work on the
Mardis Gras week-end which was to be held in the
spring. Including carnival booths and games of
chance, refreshments, a jazz war with visiting colleges,
and an outdoor dance, the "Mardis Gras" was an innovation on the campus and was enjoyed by students,
faculty, and townspeople alike.
After the successful conclusion of our initiatory
year, we returned, again under Ben's leadership. Our
first job as "exaulted sophs" was to take charge of customs, and this was amply handled by our rulers led
by "Most Honorable Elite Elegant Energetic Elaine"
and "Mr. Schmoyer, Sir." We rounded out the
year w1th our class party, the Soph Hop, and the
"Dog Patch Drag" turnabout which celebrated Leap
Year.
Before we knew it, we were upperclassmen and

were off in a new whirl of activity. Al Daniels now
ably took the helm, and led the class as we prepared
for another turnabout dance, "Oriental Fantsy." The
highlight of the social year for us was the Junior Prom,
"Spray of Springtide," at which we saw our lovely
Jackie Robbins crowned queen.
And all too soon we took our places at the "top of
the heap" . As seniors our largest task was that of
producing the yearbook. Joan Schaefer and Samuel
Fogal, Ruby editors, began plans for the book early
in the summer, and by t.he Fall they and their staff
started work in earnest. Students danced to the music
of Matt Gillespie's band at the "Fantasy in Frost"
Senior Prom. At the prom we proudly paid tribute
to our Lord and Lady, Al Daniels and Linda Brenner,
for their many contributions to the class; and Al Daniels, Diana \lye, Merrill Anderson, and Samuel Fogal
were presented as our permanent class officers. Our
final college endeaver was the presentation of the
Senior Show. Under the directorship of Lolly Strasser and Jim Kriebel, the class put on a farce comedy,
"She Forgot to Remember."
And so with graduation is written the final chapter
in The History of the Class of 1959 at Ursinus. Each
leaves to take his place in the larger outer world, but
as he departs he takes a bit of Ursinus with him, and
he leaves a portion of himself behind.
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The procession of Ursinus' Honored to honor the graduates.

Preparation, anticipation, and trepidation.

Left to right: Linda Brenner, Secretary; Allan Daniels, President;
Ted Holcombe, Vice-President;
Barbara DeGeorge, Treasurer.

Senior Officers

Left to right: Merrill Anderson,
Reunion Chairman; Diana Vye,
Secretary-Treasurer; Allan Daniels, President; Sam Fogal, Loyalty Fund Chairman.

Permanent
Officers
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LETTY M . ACH EY
"Achey M o li ere" . . . 0 Chi girl
M a ine summers . .. fabulou s fl ap per _ ..
pinned to Elmer .. . n ever misses a meal,
anymore. . parks a mean car .. _ Glenwood girl . . . Y4 of the "wardrobe" _ . _
No Doz addict . .. A.P.E. admirer __ .
n ever lost for words . . . All American
girl. _ . "I'm just taking a nap!"

JUDITH A. ADAMS
"Judy" ... sincere and efficient . __ always
in a hurry . . . "Peg are you going to
breakfast at La's time or mine?" .. . "save
those flies for Ambrose and Fenimore ...
5 labs a week . .. bio . department's chem.
major . . . John 3:16 . . . How many
lette rs did you get from Jim this week?
LETTY M. ACHEY

JUDITH A. ADAMS

ELIZABETH E. ALBERT

JANET ALEXANDER

ELIZABETH E . ALBERT
"Liz" . . . Messiah chorus . . . Pre-med
Society .. . Y Retreater . . . SEAP . . .
Student teacher at North Penn . .. She' ll
teach her students more than JUSt th e
scien ces . . . from Shreiner to first floor
Paisley . . . same view across the hall
· . . Comparative lab- a n afternoo n of
pure e nj oyment! . . . sincerity is the key
su mmers traveling.
JAN ET ALEXANDER
"Bunny" . . . best friend " th e Dip" ever
had .. . Sig Rho 's the greatest! ... math
major who loves chem . .. Dean's lister
· . . plans Prom programs . . . "Studyi ng
this year, Blake?" . . . varsiry tennis and
badminton ... Gogo's sis ter . . . Phi Psi
· . . Oh! my 12th grade trig. section!
· .. Where's Rudy? . . . Bancroft' s first
pinned _ .. June Wedding?

MERRILL A. ANDERSON

ROBERT B. ANGSTADT

MERRILL A. ANDERSON
Pre med ... calm, cool, and collected .
rational arguments . .. slightly chained
· .. Arlene . .. Demas Veep ... summertime drug peddler . . . loves those eight
o'clocks . .. milk and sticky buns _
ja zz fan . . . "Oh how I hate to get up
in the morning."

ROBERT B. ANGSTADT
"Robbie" . . . soccer captain . . . parttime Dean's lister . . . bio . major . . .
Demas moneybags . . . Curtis hermit .. .
date a year . . . Schmerg' s roomie . . .
part-time student . . . headed for g rad
school . . . Kutzto wn Dutchman . . . outdoorsman .. . philosopher . .. receding
hairline . .. organic for hours ... moody
· .. author of the revised commandments
· .. varsity club . .. clean cut curser.

..
KENNETH A. BAILEY
"Beetle" . .. prexies' prexie ... coleoptera
on the wing ... annual trips to Virginnie
· . . aristocrat personified . . . elegant
locutionist ... Jessie's boy ... you'll have
to be a picklocker ... Delta Pi's Big Man
· . . week night trips to Huntington Valley
· .. "Now Reigh, just calm down; shaddup
Al! " . .. accomplished pianist . . . consistent ivy leaguer.
RICHARD L. BARBOUR
Dick "The Bull" ... Demas . . . M ap les
man . . . Soph ruler . . . varsity basketball .. . Any hot tips? . . . shot down
again! .. . biggest man on th e floor .. .
50c haircuts . . . a few hands of bridge?
· .. the man with three majors ... that's
not a gold fish, that's a red-swo rd tail
· .. love that calculus ... slow start, tired
badly.
KENNETH A. BAILEY

WILLIAM A . BARKLOW

RICHARD L. BARBOUR

JUSTINE A. BAVER

WILLIAM A . BARKLOW
" Bill" . .. physics for amusement, jazz as
a major . . . goes out for training table
· .. APO man ... "Hey, Ed, look what
Neel y did" ... "I think I'll go to breakfast tomorr ow" . . . J .V. soccer . . .
wrestl er .. . "I've the greatest records"
· .. "Cool, man" ... drive a grey coach.

JUSTINE A. BAVER
"Bav" . . . Bang!! . . . "Guess what, you
kids" . . . "I brought back bouillon
cubes, sardines, Swiss chard & .. ." . ..
Alpha Sigma Nu . . . Messiah . . . Student teacher .. . brown eyes, ope ra ears
· .. pennies for TRIUMPH 3 . . . big
date, Baver late . . . "Let's buy Vogue! "
.. " Like So! " . .. naps .. . "Suddenly"
· . . ever ready tea-c up.

ROBERT BEAVER

MICHAEL S. BECKER

ROBERT BEAVER
"Bob" . . . Conshohocken day student
... Miller fan . . . noted for his aphalic
petrifaction and cetacean stature .. . never
ate an Ursinus meal .. . active seeker of
leisure .. . future secretary of state.

MICHAEL S. BECKER
Black Mike . . . pre m'e d .. . money to
burn ... fish monger . .'. Demas ... Ruby
business manager . . . real pusher .
part-time basketballer . . . Florida .
drug anyone? . . . "A" man award.
, chicken plucker . . . Shel's roomie .
S.H.A. fan . . . buns captain . .. "The
Coolest One" . . . ladies man . . . genial
elbow bender . .. "I beg your pardon."
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RO SALIE H. BELLAIRS
" Rosie" . . . " Ravishing Rosie"
W .S .G .A . Prexy . . . always time for a
coffee break . . . philosophy enthusias t
· .. M a y D a y tumb ler ... mino rs in selfhelp jobs . . . Phi Psi pal .. . Bobs in
O .c. , Bi lls in A .C. . .. Si eb's girl Friday
· .. " U lcer Department" . . . Lafayette
· . . "World 's Grea test" .. . Swedish for
hours . . . progressive ja zz . . . "I'm exh austed ."
BRUCE E . BIRCH
Ex USAF pho tograph er . . . th a t ten
thou sa nd ya rd stare . . . dislikes cold
weath er . . . fi nd s h a ppin ess a t Beach
H ave n . . . o ccasion al letters from Paris
· . . studies diligentl y in bed . .. some.
tim e potwashe r . . . crabens are fa vorite
fo od .. . "ole b udd y" . . . a wealth of
humor . . . economist . . . S ec. fo r Beta
S ig . . . S tuic.
ROSALIE H . BELLAIRS

BRUCE E. BIR CH

DOLOR ES S . BLA KNE Y

ROBE RT E. BLEW

DO LO RES S . BLAK EY
" D o ll y' ... "Th e Blake" . . . S tauffe r's 1st
hic r
a nd 2nd prexy . . . en th usias tic 0
· .. mad mathema t ician ... loya l fan of
P enn 's basketba ll, cap tai n . . . D ea n's
T ea m agai n ? ... Ba ncroft's D oro th y D ix
. . a su mmer in O .c. . . . F lo r ida 2,3,4
· . . " lea rn ing bridge th is yea r Bunn y?"
· . . ser ves breakfa t sleepi n g . . . celebra ted 2 1 .. . ex p ressive eyes ... dr ea ms
of tra vel.
ROB E RT E. BLEW
" Robby" . . . Z eta n S ec . . . . smoo th
hustl er ... Lehighto n History major ...
smokes a pipe ... su per Ru by coke sa lesma n .. . Bl ew's ha rem . . . ch ro n ic snorer
· .. va rsity di sh was h er . . . rea d s poetr y
a t soccer games .. . Littl e Boy Bl ew . ..
The Fa rmer . . . cuttin g rema rks
Du tch y . . . Z eta n wi th th e green look
· .. Sea I sle C ity . . . abstain er # 1.

ROB ERT F. BOND

LINDA DORA BR ENN ER

ROB E RT F . BOND
" Bob" .. . bio. "mi nor" . . . m ajo rs in
brea kfas ts . . . earl y bird .. . keeper o f
Pfa hler ... V EEP a nd VIP o f APO .. .
" L et's have a wa ter fi g ht! " . .. " Wh at,
m e go stead y? I can' t a fford to get ser iou s abo ut wo men ! ( ??? ) " . . . a lways
mi xi ng solutions in spare time . .. M essiah
tenor ... grea t gu y.

LINDA D . BR ENN ER
" Lin" ... 0 Chi prexy ... fr om Du ryea
to Shreiner to Stauffer .. . "Oh, no! " ...
Class scribe-three years .. . cheerlead er
Armstrong discipl e . . . "Schreiner,
I've got a problem" . . . " Sh all we drug
it? " .. . Tennis an yon e? . . . Th at I vy
look . .. j a n g ly bracelet, per fum e, :JI1d
fa shion . . . "Great! " .. . " Too much !"
· .. Golf bug . . . Junior Prom Court.
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EMIL F . BRETZGER
High ly intelligent .. . self-indul gent
H istory m a jor . .. multi -ling ua l . .. accidentally born in New J ersey ... d eeply
in volv ed in Kulturkampf .. . ,ophisti ca ted
· .. those lo ng walks . . . na ture . . . W el tsch mer z . . . a mi a bly sno bbish . . . av id
Canterbury Clubber . . . H of brae uh a us
anyo ne ? . .. ]. V . tea m ... Ros ie' s budd y
· . . skinh ead . . . wo nd erful . . . a h ,
Vie n na . . . I sabell e.

ALBERT F. BUBEL
"Th e Rever end" .. . so cia l studies m a jo r
· . . day studen t from Phoeni xv ille .. .
"You' re n ever too old to learn" .. . a
rea l interest in yo u th . . . preacher a nd
teac h er.
EMIL F. BR ET Z GER

]. ROB ERT BURNS

ALBERT F. BUBEL

JUDITH L. BUSH A Y

J . ROB E RT BURNS
"Bob" .. . thr ee yea r day stu de nt plu s
one yea r resid ent . .. wi th freque nt v isi ts
to Spri~g City? . . . H ah n ema ~ bo und
· . . qUIet and was elusIve . .. G et m e
u p for brea kfa st tomorrow" . . . " Th ese
are au toma tic ci rcuit breake rs?" . . . enjoys a certa in type of play . . . " Wh ere
to this weekend- th e boat, th e mounta ins
or S pring City?"

JUDITH L. BUSHA Y
" J ud sch" . . . 0 Chi . . . " Hi, gang! "
· .. pillar of piety ... " D o n' t lig ht a no th er
ciga rette, C a rol! " .. . f o ur -yea r Shreine r
pra n kster . .. las t of th e C a rter , liv in g ston , Bu sh a y trio . .. " Y o u sc rounge !"
· .. Dram b u ie connoisseur . . . bio . m a jo r
-object : Mrs. d egree . . . "Oh, my
n erves! " .. . 10-10 :30 P . M . -bliss!
" D on 't irk me" . . . Ship's mate.

ANNE C. BUXTON

NANCY M. BYRNE

ANN E C. BUXT ON
" Annie-O" . .. Vi va 0 C hi . .. "sa rdi nes
an yon e?" . . . wo nder f ul fr iend . . . so m etim es tard y ? . . ~ " W ant to pull a n 'a llnighter' ?" .. . student teac h er . . . O C
summers . . . wo nder f ul sense of h u m o r
. . . letters in French . . . "we're dragracing" . .. " H ey, kids, wai t ' till yo u hear
this" .. . In d ays o f yo re, nine f orty- f o u r
Dr . Yost club.
NANCY M . I?YRNE
" Byrnie" .. . D ean 's lister ... sleep fi end
. . . "not h a rdl y" .. . M essia h and M eisters inger songbird . . . " I'm g o nn a sm ash
this test! " . . . Atl a ntic City to W es t Virgin y . .. went 0 Chi way . . . Dr . Y os t
f a n (Ca lv in's Club) . . . a lways la ughin g
_ . . spark of the d ay study crew . . .
student tea ching enthusiast . . . "Pa t's
commg
..
.

'"
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JOSE N. CARDONA
" ] ose" ... first]. C. from P . R. at U . C.
.. . APO veep ... pre-dent . . . four years
513. Where? .. hopes to see Temple
someday ... new car ... frequent visitor
of Immaculata College ... fancy dancer
. . . "At last, no eight o' clock classes" .

CAROLYN M. CARPENTER
" Hub" ... girl without a home . .. Y. W.
Prexy .. . one of the Yt. six . . . Maples
lady . . . red hot mamma ... " Allyn" ...
M errowvista summers . . . major: extracurricular activities-minor: bio . . . . cute
tomato . .. newspaper plot instigator . ..
cooed camping . . . conformis t .. . highheeled mountain climber . .. fir st lady of
Ugovagnesia . . . Hub's enterprises incorporated . . . love those mountains.
JOSE

. CA RDONA

CA ROLYN M. CA RP E TER

WILLIAM H . CARSON

ELSIE L. CATLETT

WILLIAM H. CARSO
"Bill" . . . Delta Pier . . . studious
found true love at Dicki nso n ... fond of
horse shows . . . cartoons once found in
the Weekl y ... one of Harr y's boys . . .
Betsy and th e warriors . .
report to
Frat. about I.F.C. matters . . . future
advertising tycoon.

ELSIE L. CATLETT
"Els" . . . intellectual phys . edder
chern. lab assistant .. . " Hi there! " . . .
library resident ... early to bed , early to
rise ... the Great Absconder ... forever
a Clamer lass ... talented seams tr ess ...
Messiah .. . Barefoot Contessa ... Wres tler extraordinary .. . sincere friend .. .
"Big Sis " ... coffee addict .. . Succaboots
and Echo Trail . . . " I luHf him with

3 f's ."

RODOLFO CELIS

WALTER R. CHRIST

RODOLFO CELIS
"Rudy" . . . EI Salvador export . . . a
girl named Betsy . . . " See you at the
tennis courts" .. . hates winter ... Chapel
enthusiast?? ... organic in summer school
. . . major in bio ., minor in tennis .. .
never late to classes? ... "Certainly" .. .
"That's good".

WALTER R. CHRIST
"Wally" ... Cub and Key ... Demas birddogger ... pre med Pres ... "All American hoggie slicer" ... Beardwood Chem.
Society .. . Basketball . . . "8 dimes for
a date" ... Baseball Captain ... Hahnemann bound .. . buns . .. "Such a ... "
. . . Prefers Hobson Phi Psi Girls . . .
plays the horses . . . "One we got-two
in the well" . .. smooth . . . Fleetwood s
Frank Buck.
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ANTHONY P. CIANCI
" Tony" . . . pretzel bender . . . chief
bottle washer . .. Lenny Moore's buddy
. . . Sec. of A.P.E. fraternity . .. Treas.
of Bus. Club ... star lineman ... Varsity
Club president .. . 147 lb. grappler . . .
Mr. Bone's buy ... D ean's team ... time
out to look for my contacts
. . gotta
push ec . . . . dance marathon . . . hometown hustler.

THEODORE W . CLAIR
"Ted" ... early riser! ... regular breakfas t attender . . . on a diet! ... sells horehound drops . . . four year Derr man ...
witty ... has a "punch line" for every occasion . . . custodian of wreck (rec) room
. . . reg ul ar attender of pre-med m ee tings
until the senior year ... dedicated YMCA
prexy.
ANTHONY P. CIANCI

EDWARD V. CLISBY

THEODORE W . CLAIR

ANN COLBERT

EDWARD V. CLISBY
"Ed" . . . "Clis" . . . should have been
French major instead of an engineer .. .
Muhl enb erg week-ender . . . regular
breakfast man ... first string soccer bench
warmer . . . tennis . . . Florida bound
... "Come in and see my pictures sometime" . . . advocate of Neelyism . . . organic for hours ... "But, Haag, I didn't
do it."
ANN COLBERT
"Colbie" . .. 6:00 A.M.-studying?
Dean's lister ... bridge devotee ... "I'm
going to French tabl e" ... "Impressed?"
.. . K O 'e r ... "Look at the pot calling
th e kettle black" ... Monday's ... "Dinn er at the drug? " . . . "I could go for
something with seasoning" . . . sincere
friend .. . "Have to check the bus schedule" ... superwoman fan.

WILLIAM H . CONNELLY

PAUL A. CONSTANTINE

WILLIAM H. CONNELLY
"Willie" . . . Vice Pres. Sophomore class
· . . gung ho Sig Rho . . . we ll-pressed
· .. hot dogs on the boardwalk . . . ring
for sale ... " H ey, Shine, dinn er a t Coffin's ... where can I get a d a te? . . . five
year student . . . three sta te a larm for
Connelly? . . . "Oh, my aching ca r! " .

PAUL A . CONSTANTINE
"Paul" . . . conscientious student ... early
riser . . . bound for Temple med school
· .. silverware man . . . popular with Tau
Sig .. . "Y" mainstay . . . track .. . photographer ... Mattern fan ... Pi G am ma
Mu president . . . frequents Sunnybrook
· .. week-end work camps . . . WUS e n thusiast.
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J AMES B. COOPER
"Coop" . . . Demas Prexy . . . father of
the U. S. Navy ... golfer ... stick'y buns
· .. Sunday nights at S.H.A .. . . LF.C.
I'm coming out for football . . . East
Stroudsburg . . . Psych major . . .
Pu nchy's roomie ... Beach Haven Medic
and bartender . . . ardent Latin fan . . .
"But she's so young" _ . . future drug
sa lesman ... but Daddy!

WATSON S . COVERDALE, JR .
Ex-USMC Sgt . . . . a new project.
affinity for scotch ... devoted to the arts
· .. English major . . . "Where's Birch"
· .. "Our car" .. . Crabens as favorite
food ... a perfect gentleman .. . safest
driver on campus . . . cynicism in three
dimensions ... "church anyone" . .. Beta
Sig . . . Stuics.
JAMES B. COOPER

WATSON S. COVERDALE. JR.

BRUCE J. CUTHB ERT

ALLAN E. DANIELS

BRUCE J . CUTHBERT
Dimples and crew cut ... "Gona make a
million" . . . open house in Trappe . . .
ex- avy dental assistant ... Sig Rho .. .
wife served 8 years at U. C . . . . "Know
a free baby siner?" . . . works at Lakeside . . . future in furnirure.

ALLAN E. DANIELS
"AI" . . . Class Pres . . . . Business major
. . . co-ad mgr. of Ruby ... Veep of Sigma Rho ... Nussle, Fogel & Swabby ...
Lew's coming [0 Xmas Dinner, bringing
presents . . . found Robbins one Spring
... Spirit comminee ... ex-class exchequer . . . J ohn J . Cicivoni . . . Madison
Ave . bound . . . Supply s[Ore bridge ...
Stu ic.

JOSEPH A. DAVIES

ELIZABETH J. DAVIS

JOSEPH A . DAVIES
"Bull" . . . " Joe" . . . Brodbeck cellar
dweller for three years ... best manager
on cam pus . . . Jefferson med school
bound . . . "Let me tell about myself"
track man . .. varsity club ... intramural
grappler .. . shortwave radio addict ...
loves those foreign languages . . . "Y"
· . . Chi Alpha . .. training room assistant.

ELIZABETH J . DAVIS
"Beth" ... sultry voice . . . tall .. . slender . . . engaged to the "Bug" . . . half
of the famous profile ... Glenwood .. .
who put the ice cubes in my bed? . . .
Barnegat to Ocean City . . . March wedding ... Y4 of the "wardrobe" . . . most
active non-committee member ... Emancipation Proclamation ... member of the
breakfast club.

BARBARA E. DE G EORGE
"Barb" . . . pinned to Edsy . . . Greek
profile . . . 14 of the "wardrobe" . . .
Glenwood gal ... p ierced ears! . .. A.P .E.
queen ... ] unior Prom Court .. . Dean's
lister . . . "I'm pulling an all-nighter"
· .. Omega Chi's Vice Prexy ... passion
for the "class ics" ... S eni or Class T reasurer ... No Doz addict ... dresses with
style . . . Impression: pink, p er t and
petite.
BARRY L. DEMPSEY
"Demps" ... soccer goalie ... I vy in his
mug . . . "Had pin three h ours" . . .
varsity club . . . Demas .. . trash man .. .
pre-medder turned business . . . sack
hound . . . Alice . . . ex-basketeer . . .
never eligible for track . .. histo for hours
· .. finally made Curtis ... lost "Doc" to
] 0 . .. E urope bound with Uncle Sam.
BARBARA E. DeGEORGE

IRENE DeRYDER

BARRY L. DEMPSEY

RICHARD D'EUST ACHIO

IRENE DE RYDER
"Reni" ... Paisley alumna of the Cia mer
clan .. . KDK prexy .. . golden rul e days
at Schwenksville . . . Bloomfield bound
at noon . . . Walt's coming! . . . anyone
for the drug? ... twin kle-toes phys. edde r
. . . Tedd y! . . . time for a coffee break
.. . come bother me for a while ... Ugh,
ugh a nd big Ughs.

RICHARD D 'EUST ACHIO
"Stash" .. . senior lab assistant . .. predent .. . moder n progressive . .. hono rary citizen of Panama . .. bio. major .. .
"I was dreaming about bells" . . . crying
towel addict . . . nea tn ess with a ve ngeance . .. never sleeps ... "I didn't do
it" . .. "Where are yo u goi ng, Menk?" . . .
walks in low gear . .. ex-hood turned ivy.

FA YE L. DIETRICH

MICHAEL ]. DREWNIAK

FAYE L. DIETRICH
"Faysie" . .. intelligent phys. edder
one of Vt. six ... Duryea Doll .. . been
on retreats . . . yet, once, already! . . .
driftwood . . . Ogontz '58 . .. T:S spirit
· . . hard at study? ... early to bed . ..
blusher ... C-T substitute ... Dr . M an ning's friend . . . courses without tex tbooks ... penniless traveler ... turnpike
coin tosser .. . green's a good color.

MICHAEL]. DREWNIAK
"Mike" . . . A .P.E. President . . . think
I'll cut today . .. bulwark in Bear's football line ... varsity clubber . .. love that
Mere . . . need a fourth for cops . .
Ec major . . . "Sure" . . . Joe's boy . . .
engaged to Lee . . . Business Club . . .
think I'll push out a few today ... steady
dean's lister.

III

LLEWELLYN F. DRYFOOS
"Lew" . . . Business mgr. of tJ.. e Lantern
· .. French student . . . dinller at Yale
Club ... Duquesne Club ... IFC Representative ... Sigma Rho Treas ... "Hello
there" ... Sports car enthusiast ... Nussic, Fogel, & Swabby . .. future millionaire . . . going to AI's for Xmas dinner,
taking presents . . . "Rinka Tink"
"Can't find my keys" ... Stuic.
CORA LEE EDDY
"C-Lee" . . . Maples lady . . . mouse
combat ... my little car ... I can swim!
· . . bookie for hockey team . . . turtle
soup . . . T! pinetree . . . Calvin's Clan
· .. Prank puller personified . . . gullible
traveler . . . Our Miss Brooks . . . New
Hampshire summers ... Vt. six plus two
· . . Lynn's nothing roommate ... Campus
Chest girl . .. bridge, pizza.
LLEWELL YN F. DRYFOOS

CORA LEE EDDY

JACK L. ELANDER

ELAINE M. EMEN H EISER

JACK L. ELANDER
" J ack" . . . one of those psych . majors
· .. LR.C. Pres . . . antique addict . . .
"great auction today" . . . avid curtain
clubber ... loves manderine oranges ...
weekend trips to Phila .... "What a meal.
Anybod y for the drug?" ... always traveling ... grad. schoo l next year ... Future:
bellboy at Byberry.
ELAINE M . EME HEISER
"Elaine" ... S.E.A.P. Prexy ... Phi Psier
· . . one of Snell's belles .. . Springfield
whistle blower . . . "Weezie, get that
mouse" . . . whiz with a hoop . . . table
checker . .. inevitable C . .. "Poopsy"
· .. conscientious . . . Eloise's turtle . ..
Aloysius, Willie, Sherlock, and ! . . .
agile tum bler ... " Quiet hours" . . . South
daze . .. ZX's first lady . .. Sparkling
left hand ... AI's girl.

RUTH W. ERVIN

ANNABEL A. EVANS

RUTH W. ERVIN
"Ruthie" .. . 0 Chi: sec'y and eminent
songleader .. . scintillant smile . .. three
years with Ginger ... ex-Bancroft gal ...
bio. major ... Florida sun tan ... femme
life guard .. . "Oh, it's only a game! "
· .. One of the Lucky Seven . . . switchboard. . "I'm no longer gullible" . . .
ST-37 .. . Europe Bound! . . . girl with
a future.
ANNABEL A. EVANS
"I've had my coke for today! " ... KDK
· .. panic for German 3-4 .. . solo(?) in
Collegiate State Band . . . second homethe library ... in secretarial demand for
Meistersingers, Pi Nu, Chi Alpha . . .
those Sunday night letters . . . stars and
players . .. Yost fan ... "Have gun will
travel" . .. "Let or leave?" . . . library
sCience.

E. STEPHEN FINKBINER
"Fink" . . . " Heigh Ho" . .. " R. Hood"
.. . Sig Rho Treas .. . . Penn Sta te transfer ... sex ton supreme . .. woodland explorer . . . "No '0' in my name" . . .
Gotta ring those bells . . . " W e' re gonna
romp and sto mp tonight" . . . " I have
more hair than Kinlock" . . . "Anyone
for chess" .. . coffee time.

CAROL A. FISHER
"Fisher"
V4 of th e wardrobe
pinned to Ben ... Glenwood . .. Omega
Chi . .. avid reader . . . "good grief!"
. .. treks to Tamaqua . . . classy chemist
. . . huntress . . . "I only h ave eleven
cu ts !" . . . g lamour gam s . . . prize procrastinator . . . dinner for two . . . I put
ice cubes in your bed! . . . "First I'll
have a cigarette" .
E. STEPHEN FINKBINER

SAMUEL W . FOGAL

CAROL A. FISHER

MARGARET ]. FOLLET

SAMUEL W . FOGAL
Dedica ted pre-theo .. . incapable of thinking an ignoble thought .. . leader of Ursinus' Music Organi za tio ns . . . Cub a nd
Key ... survived four years of D err H a ll
life ... has ca r, will travel .. . very mischievous proctor . . . rarely h as time to
study.

MARGARET J. FOLLET
"Peggy" . . . Miss Flounder, the good
witch .. . "Well, I'm not sure" .. . the
lemo n way to natural hair . . . " Look at
that su nset!" ... Hi-Pro ... " It's BLUE!"
... "scale" model . . . the Muu Muu action
... dai-sies . . . artful artist . . . Sig Nu
leader ... the "good dean" .. . labs . . .
"You are too m uch!"

FREDERICK FOSTE R

SALL Y E. GARSIDE

FRE D E RICK F OSTE R
" Fred " . . . h ero lifegua rd from M arga te
· . . " So, sh o uld I lose hair?" . .. business
m aj o r . . . 8 :30 coffee ma n . .. ska tes on
the Perk ... D oc's a n d Ba r ry's o ld roo mi e
· . . Florid a n av iga to r ... " When a re we
g oing to N . Y .?" . . . "Let's d o it to
Ba rklow" . . . P ixie m a n . . . " d o n' t th ro w
that, N eel y !"

SALLY E. GARSID E
G erm a n m a j o r . . . B.A . a nd MRS. in
June . . . " Oh , P h oo !" . . . Rem emb er
O cea n City ? . . . " Y ou sur e are !" . . .
Summer sch ool a dd ict, fini sh es in th ree
· . . "Ho w lon g h ave yo u h ad th a t ?"
pinned to Bill . . . June 13.
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CHARLES WM . GELBACH
"Charlie" . . . medieval P erry County
· . . three year Bock man . . . history
m ajor ... APO ... IRC ... Chi Alpha
· .. feeds the "animals" . .. made both
Dean's lists ... military history "expert"
· . . part-time chess player . . . seminary
bound .. . " let's go to Richard's" ... antique admirer .. . Radio Mosco w fan.
"I'm getting worried" .
JO YCE A. GILB ERT
"Gild er" . . . h ello , goodbye roommate
· . . wings . . . nerves personified . . .
"Spamp was here" .. . Fircroft Theta . ..
responsible . . . good friend . . . Phi Psi
pa l .. . ten year courtship . . . "not part ic ularly" .. . volum ptous . . . tapeworm
· . . chapel ta lks on "Y" activities . ..
H .S . . . . Frizz-edder . .. "He takes me
for granite" . .. deaf, dumb, and blind.
CHARLES WM . GELBACH

JOYCE A. GILBERT

NANCY GILMORE

FREDERICK L. GLAUSER

NANCY GILMORE
"Gillie" . . . "I' ll never tell" . . . Sweet
William ... "The A 's will win nex t year"
... wrap around skirts .. . shivered edge
expert . .. Mother Bel! . . . " 0 bridge
' til D ecember 20" . . . Y2 inch socks . . .
" Oh, I can't, I've gotta stud y!" . . . th e
quiet o ne . . . "as' t" . . . LOUD sleeper
. . . weak limb . . . KDK canary.

FREDERICK L. GLAUSER
"Lo tus Blossom" . . . equalizer ... cremation . .. lo n g talks ... Pres ... a bigger
and better "Weekly" .. . art for " Art's"
sake . . . German scholar . .. big pipe
ma n ... I'll never d ate a shiksa .. . frivolous Fred ... decorates for Lorel ei.
Cub a nd Key . . . five ru shing stags
had a date-once . . . debtor.

EDWARD S. GOB RECHT

WILLIAM L. GODSHALK

E DWARD S . GOBRECHT
"Goby" . . . never sleeps . . . Supply
Sto re ke'e per . .. music major-ly ... yo u
know, who zit . . . Miller and Armstrong
fan ... Alpha Psi .. . lots of time, would
yo u like an appointment? . .. IRC and
Pi Nu V eep . . . wrestling manager . . .
take an extra course for variety . . . Curtai n Club's "Little Man" .. . great handshaker.
WILLIAM L. GODSHALK
"Wild Bill" ... known to study ... "The
Wheel" . . . bagpiper . . . Ruby hot-dog
man . .. W ee bonnie lass of St. Andrew' s
· .. Bangor Eng. major .. . slate puncher
· .. Pope Willard II . . . beach comber
· .. street fighter . . . the Hermit . .. continental .. . insomniac ... J oey Chitwood
· . . varsity basketball player a nd All
America n center . . . co-ordi na tion plus
· .. abstainer #2.

14

T. WILLIAM GUTTSCHALL
"Bill" . . . Bus. Ad. major . . . runs
around with Sally . . . loyal to Beta Sig
· .. a J ersey traveler .. . music minor?
· .. honorary H obsonite . . . Remember
Ocean City? .. . Navy vet, an old age
liability ... "You sur e are" .. . Jun e 13.

JOHN A. HAAG
" J ack" . . . Sieb's baseball speedster
MSGA Pres . . . . Madwoman's Juggler
· .. Gla ss boro Weekends . .. Sig Rho's
inquisitor . .. " Oh my" ... Singer salesman . . . accou ntin g? . . . Lantern's ad
seeker . .. "Uses a Stropper" . .. Fetterolf Folk . . . "I'm d ying for a Custard"
· .. s tudio us Econ. man ... Custom Crusader.
T. WILLIAM GUTTSCHALL

FRANZ P. HA BERL

JOHN A. HAAG

CHARLES P. HADTKE, JR .

FRANZ P. HABERL
Ambitious, conscientious linguist
Volkswagen .. . French major who speaks
Germa n-with Austrian " Gemuetlichkeit"
· . . frequent weekends in the city . . .
suspiciousl y polite, polished Europea n .. .
constantly complai nin g ... "Kulcur" .. .
frequent walks . . . Sunday breakfast?
· .. Germa n Club, French Club, Spanish,
IRC ... na, Ser v u s!

CHARLES P. HADTKE, JR.
"Bink" . . . S warthmore escapee .
"Yah 'Watts', you ca n use the 'A .H .'''
· .. don ' t h it th e H i-Fi .. . "tea parties"
· . . Zetan's dancing socia l chairman . . .
mailman from O .c. .. . all nighter a n yone? . . . disc jockey at the Z oo . . .
piped Buggsey's mumbles . . . future
plans include Penn Dental S ch ool.

REIGH HARRISON

MILDRED L. H ARTZELL

REIGH HARRISON
Treasurer of Delta Pi . . . delights in
playing soccer . . . halfback par excellence
· . . the Laurence Melchior of the Messiah
Chorus ... is seen looking for representatives of the female group at Ursinus several seconds before a social function . . .
Ah, Marge! . . . Economics major .. .
varsity club ... Bus. Ad. Club ... French
major going into American industry.

MILDRED L. HARTZELL
"Millie" . . . loyal blue and gold rooter
· .. O.c. worker . .. Dean ... drives the
"black beauty" ... Phi Psi Pal ... early
to bed, early intentions to rise . . . Paisley's lady with the gavel . . . Oh, those
lesson plans . . . "I just can' t gain
weight! " ... sporadic bridge fan ... had
your cigarette yet this year?
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RONALD W. HAYES
" Buck" . . . "What ya say, babe?"
Beta Sig . . . Bus. Ad. major . . . "Let's
tour the valley" .. . veep of the Bus. Ad .
Club . . . owns interest in the Lamb . ..
Stan Kenton fan . . . "have to get home
to Barb" .

WILLIS K . HECKLER
" Will" ... day student from Z ieglerville
· .. history major ... " made it to school
in ten minutes, flat" .. . missed the List
by one, fi nally made it . . . "Oh! those
army days" . . . " H ey, Bandstand's on"
· . . Billy Graham fan club .. . always
seen with Charlie . . . "buttered up the
prof today" .. . seminary bound.
RON LD W. HAY ES

WILLIS K. H ECKLE R

G EO RG E R. H ERMAN , JR.

PENELOPE HILL

GEORG E R. HERMAN, JR .
" George" .. . Pol. S ci. major ... started
U . C. in '50 ... four -year N avy vet . ..
tal es of the orient . . . at ho m e with
Evelyn in Skippack, ... specia.1i zes in '35
Fords . . . manages S ieb's fighting nine
... Dean's list ... Cleveland Indians diehard ... Miller ma n . .. "Doc, this high ba ll has 350 calories" ... Phillie cigars.

PEN ELOPE HILL
" Mad emoi sell e Penel" ... will I ever get
married? .. . loyal 0 Ch ier but roomed
four years with a Phi Psie r ... " J immy"
.. . "I wonder what time my roommate
will get in tonight?" .. . 10: 29, here comes
Pen ny! . . . South 's "Door-user" . .
Superwoman fan . . . Dean 's lister .. .
always on time?

D. WAYNE H OBSON

TED S. H OLCOMBE

D. WAYN E HOBSON
" W ay ne" . .. ph ysic m ajo r . . . loves to
ea t, slee p, a nd? . . . da il y 80 mile d as h
· . . "I'll see you tomorrow! " . . . fir ecra cker a nd motorcycle f a n . .. illega ll y
p arked aga in . .. driver of th e blu e and
white strea k . . . filt er tips . . . " I h aven' t
even started! " . . . " When? "

T E D S . HOLCOMB E
"Holk" . . . "Yes, Y es" . . . Dun ellen
Destro ye r . . . h ea dwa iter extrao rdina ry
· .. linen man .. . Pres id ent, Cub and Key
· . . jolly Z etan . . . MSGA three yea rs
· .. been known to cut up peo ple ... Zoo
lover . . . Monta uk summers . .. g rad.
school bound . . . tota l absta iner ... ] ersey route sign robb er . . . I. F .C. miler .. .
M.G . .. th e diplomat . .. " Stumpy' . . .
worry, worr y.
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BEN P. HOUSER, JR.
Ben. . coal cracking politici an ... Class
president for two years . . . Hou ser railroad . . . Newman Club President . . .
Little Napoleon . . . highly dependable
· .. Beta Sig's radical fringe ... hotrods
· . . dungarees at the lake ... hunting and
fishing and Carol ... Duryea's midnight
gardener . . . J eff bound pre-medder.

ALICE P. IRWIN
"Chief of the Red Hot Mamas" .. . best
equipped phys. edder .. . "coffee time"
· . . captain of the stick teams-lacrosse
and hockey ... Phoebe's fan ... Dave's
fate ... her little pillow ... education for
J ackie . .. reliable and dependable . . .
enjoys phys. ed. parties ... Gail's adopted
sister.
BEN P. HOUSER, JR.

THERESA C. JACOBS

ALICE P. IRWIN

B. FRANCK JOHANNESEN

THERESA C. JACOBS
"Terence" ... Superwoman fan ... "But
I didn' t mean to do anything wrong!"
... started sophomore yea r with a "bang"
. . . nailed South's windows shut . . .
"Peeping Tom" . . . dean's lister . . .
"Reading-town" . . . true Phi Psier but
roomed four years with an 0 Chier . . .
"Little Beaver" . . . " Phew! I made it!"

B. FRANCK JOHANNESEN
Won't believe Pfahler is not Ursinus' only
building . . . "The Deerslayer" . . . had
lots of hair when he was a freshman . .
"Who took my beaker of coffee?" . . .
skis to classes during snowstorms . . .
makes delicious pancakes ... "You should
have seen the one that got away" . . .
Beardwoodite.

c.

WARREN JOINER

JOHN E. JONES

WARREN C. JOINER
"Riff" .. . " Want to race for tides?"
maestro in B flat minor ... talented composer ... "Hey, Roy, when are you going
to get a date?". .. His all for Pat . . .
"Man, she's the greatest!" . .. d ance band
leader . . . 12 :30 ball games patron . . .
"Your turn to drive AI" . . . drugstore
diet.

JOHN E. JONES
"J ack" . . . the little man in white
coal cracker ... APO ... Messiah Chorus
· .. "hello" ... hot gray and white Chevy
· . . who's that girl? . . . lab hound . . .
Elvis was never like this . . . invisible
zebra . . . pre-med society .. . Ah, Julie
· .. Meistersingers . .. transfer from Penn
State . .. Clamerettes . .. definitely . . .
ambition : surgeon.
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WILLIAM . K ' NN Y , JR.
"Dill" .
commuting resid nt student
· .. h ibtory major .
a Mattern and
Arm strong fan . . . breakfast addict ..
l.R . .. .. hi Alpha ... APO . . prethe ... " But I like Berkel ey" . .. patron
of th e arts ... "I'd li ke to, but J just don' t
have the time" ... wants to go to Princeton . .. predicted future : bell ringer at
Trinity.
0

•

0

•

0

0

KARL KHU N -KRYK
.. ad" ... Phi Kappa Sigma import from
W & J vi a Braun schweigen U . . .. con.
man . . . " heck the fraternity lile" .. .
Two car family, no wife . . . Army Vet
· .. P. L. 550 milk train . .. "Anyone for
a n ews pap r" ... W3ZVK and M arco ni
· .. indoor sports ... International Relations ... French . . . Freeland Hall squatter .. social tour in the library.
WII LfAM

. K :NNEY, JR .

ARL KHUEN· KRYK

AL AN W . KINL

ALLAN W .

H , JR .

MARVIN S. KOFF

[NL
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to

. K
w -
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i ty . . . nly furl. bs thi s w
l bed ... V. l'~ily lub
.. . b St dr ss d l11al1
lh:Jt d r ... sh , v ~ lwi

JAME

M.

0

RHiI3EL, JR.

:RTRU

. E. F. LAUR - N

N

JAME M . KRI BEL, JR.
"Jim" ... political science . .. can drink
martinis legally now . . . pre-law, maybe
· .. g ing to work? . . . Curtain lub . ..
111 li1ber of Feet rolf
lub .. . always a
big smil and a helping hand . . . "Messiah" hol'U .,. "Lush, would you plea e
pi k up your sax" . . . the Ivy League
farmer.
G RTRUDE E. F TT ROLF
LAUREN
N
"Trudy" . . . Mrs . degree . . . Desti ny:
the And s with Andy . . . tran sf r from
hatham . . . not rious upp I' las man
with barn . .. L st: on 'ngagement ring
· .. x Is in pr rastinati n 3, 4 ... "No,
r hav n't done it eith r" . . . 10 0' lock
ris or . . . "The Inquirer" ev ry 111 rning
· .. bridge, T.V. :Jnd "Drug" addict ...
n'rvolls ph ilo - ph r.
0

CAROL R. LE CATO
"Chub!:.y Cheeks" . .. D ea n' s lister a nd
Whitians ... M aple's la d y ... one of Ver·
mont six . . . Lafaye tte ... racket squad
captain . . . roomful of n ewspaper . . .
white swa ns .. T a u Sigge r . . . mouse
comba t . . . kite fl yer . . . "Captiva tin g
C aro l" .. . converted inner . . . Cal pur·
nia's moth er .. . chair weave r . . . peac h
parka and pixie ca p ... "Who dat down
dere? "
LOIS G. LEFEVER
Lois . . . tall blond e ... " You can't fi g ht
City Hall !" . .. Pais ley's liberal philosopher .. . FAC . . . " I took a course in
Nasty" ... summer-time waitress ... one
of the original Flophouse Five ... Sig Nu
crew ... K a ffee klatches at a ll hours ...
" Ho, Time" ... staunch fri end . . . qrug
3, 4 . .. "I'll put you in my nov el."
CAROL R. LeCATO

HUBERT S. LEVENSON

LOIS G. LEFEVER

JOHN P. LIM, JR .

HUBERT S. LEVENSON
"Hubie" . . . pre-med deluxe . . . d ebater .. . one of th e most quiet, calm a nd
sedate men on campu s ... lo ves that h am
. . . "Now listen, Marv, th a t's your h a lf
of the room and this is min e" ... "Nasty
break" ... A.C. bound . . . " I need this
aggravation" ... consistent D ea n's lister.

JOHN P . LIM, JR.
"Doc" . . . married to JoAnn . . . baseball letterm a n at short and second . . .
plays with Strouds . . . Bus. Ad. major
but wants to teach . . . may be seen with
the "Fat Man" from Skippack . . . member of D emas Fraternity ... Varsity Club
... been known to go home a few weekends in the Big C.

LAURA L. LONEY

THOMAS M. McCABE

LAURA L. LONEY
"The Lon" . . . "any crumbs?" . . . unpulled all-nighters . . . seashore ... "you
don 't, you do , you don't know whether
you do or not" ... Emeraude . . . the little
angel's favorite girl . . . "when do you
think you'll know?" . . . pins . . . "after
you" ... crystal violet . . . Alpha Sigma
Nu . . . "let me count my calories" . . .
Whitians.

THOMAS M. McCABE
"Captain" ... Delta Pi-er ... Sieb's flatfooted man ... "who's got the homework
done?" . . . "Weekly" scandal sheet . . .
I don't like the mustache, but the TV signal is strong .. . full house, Ethel, Tommy
II, Pattie, and Sally ... Lantern Post.
one of the boys from USMC.
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WILLIAM A . McQUOID
"Bill" . . . another resident day student
· .. pre-theology without a license . . .
authority o n M.M. (marriage and mental
health) . . . British by osmosis . . . Atlantic commuter . . . Baker's lost sheep
· .. lunch-time philosopher . . . practice
preaching . . . fireside hi-fi fan . . . last
of the Yugobagnesians.

VIRGINIA A. MacCALMONT
"Gin" . . . no emotional problems .
"Smitty, what'll I do?" . . . "Hi, you big
poop!" ... "Have a ball!" ... May Day,
'58 . . . KDK moneybags . . . Maples'
lady ... " ] ust what're ya tryin' to say?"
· .. ch eese and crackers . . . Reds . . .
"Laugh? Thought I'd die" ... To know
her is to love her . . . her happinesshelping o thers.
WILLIAM A. McQUOID

VIRGINIA A . MacCALMONT

RICHARD C. MADDOCK, JR.

RA YMOND C. MAESTRELLI

RICHARD C. MADDOCK, ] R.
"Dick" ... waiter of the year ... priestly
· .. Bull on the mats . . . Can I use my
car tonight, boys? . . . number one door
breaker . . . Seminarian? . . . Morany!
· .. The Big Three ... ].Y. president ...
The Machine .. . The Messiah . . . But,
Sieb, I never start anything ... S.B . . . .
Laugh it off.

RA YMO 0 C. MAESTRELLI
Ramon the Bruce . .. "Ray" . . . Past
President of the Defunk Introverts Row
· . . APE's moneybags ... ice cream peddler in the summer . . . pre-dent . . .
pinned to ] udy ... not really a Bohemia n
-more of an individualist . . . accomplished linguist (French) ... raised chickens on campus ... everybody ha tes me.

GERALD P. MALICK

A RT H U R MA RTELLA, JR.

G E RALD P . M ALICK
"] erry" . . . Beard woo d C h em S ociety
P res ident . . . pre- med secretar y . . .
N o rth W ales commuter .. . M .S .G .A ....
S a turday mo rnin g la b . . . Staige r's r ighthand ma n . .. " W as G eo rge h ere?" . . .
loves m a th .. . " W a ke me up fo r breakfas t" . . . m eticulou s dresser . . . T empl e
bound . .. 7 a nd 7 ma n . . . " Where's m y
wa ll et? " . .. organic fir em an ... chug-alugs cider . . . ba rn ya rd escap ad e . . .
Miss Stahr's ch a uffeur.

ARTHUR MARTELLA , ]R.
"Art" .. . D ay Student fr o m Norristown
· .. " Pancho" ... "Beat H ave r fo rd " .. .
Born loser .. . Bio. major . . . ] cff -bound.

ROSALIND E. MEIER
"Ros" . .. and madly teach . . . "star
gazer" ... successor to Einstein ... three
years with Evelyn ... Ursinus smile . . .
"time to cha cha" ... Browns Mills s ummers .. . Dean's lister ... Sig Nu ... "get
me up for breakfast!" . .. hi-fi enthusiast ... "a ny mail, Ev?"
. M essiah ...
Nassau, Cuba, Europe . . . always a
friendly smile.

WALTER E. MEIER
"Walt" ... crinkly smile . . . Leica photos
· .. third floor to base ment in record time
· . . "my neon tetra jumped out last nite"
· .. "but I h ave enough clothes" . .. crystal violet . .. the diminutive angel . . .
Beardwoodite . . . " my" car . . . lobster
tail and Hires Root Beer .. . "if only I had
more time" . . . M ei-Lon Law.
ROSALIND E. MEIER

ELISE A . MEITZNER

WALTER E. MEIER

RICH ARD H . MENKUS

ELISE A. MEITZNER
"Lee" . . . phys-edder turn ed Spanish
major . . . summers spe n t in Maine .. .
engaged to Mike ... collegiate wardrobe
· .. 0 Chi ... Staufferite .. . allegiance
to APE . . . football fan . . . Glenwood
· .. hi-fi ... "c'mon" .. . Mitner ... lead
foot ... good humored waiter .. . punctual . . . lo ver of the pachyderm . . .
language devotee.

RICHARD H. MENKUS
"Menk" ... Bio. major ... has pipe, will
travel . . . lab assistant . . . pre-med society ... sight without vision ... trips to
York ... D ean's lister . .. practical joker
~ .. chess and classical music . . . Latin
scholar .. . conservative dresser ... "Cut
it out, will you?" . . . those crazy shoes
· .. "Where hav e you been, Stash? "

RUTH H . MERCER

SAMUEL C. MILLER

RUTH H. MERCER
"Ruthie" ... "Teb's here!" . .. every day
is chapel day . .. TWEED . . . " Neatsky
peachy keen! " .. . KDK corresponding
secretary .. . Bugsy's problem child .. .
"Who me?" . . . Compo Anat. for hours,
'n hours, 'n hours . . . Jonesy's dowage r
empress . . . "FOOD!" .. . "Y" cabinet
capers . . . Silverfooter supreme ... "Pipe,
can I have a ciggy butt?" ... accelerated
bridge scholar . .. Butterfly fairy 's Bride.
SAMUEL C. MILLER
"Sammy" . .. "Say, did you see the cover
of our Lantern?" . . . a "hot" photographer . . . IRC . . . Curtain Club lighter
· .. Messiah tenor . .. likes heterogen eous
music . . . "Quick, what can I do for a
feature article?" ... photoplates .. . editor of the Lantern . . . quiet, considerate ,
persevering student ... aspiration-newspaper editor and publisher.
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WILLIAM D . MILL E R, III
" Bi ll" . . . four yea r Stine m a n . . . Ba ncroft, Stauffer, and P a isle y-fo reve r " Gillie's" . . . activa ted accounta nt . . .
a n o th e r weeke nd with th e N avy . . .
" Co lo n ia l Clea ners call ing" . . . Ch a pel
Choir . . . M ess ia h . . . M eistersingers'
busin ess ma n ager . . . Pi Nu Treas ur er
... a n d eveni n g classes, too .. . a terro r
wi th a wa ter -pisto l.

ROY J . MOYER
D ay Studen t from P lymouth M eeting.
E n g lish m a jor . . . credulou s . . . n o np lussed .. . vaguely irrita ted . . . occasio n a ll y flippa nt . . . " It's time to give up
the sh ip " .
WILLIAM D. MILLER , II I

ROY J . MOYER

JUD ITH A. N AG LE

MA RY NEBORAK

JUDITH A .
AGL E
"J ud y" .. . Ursinu s dis tri buto r for H e rs h e y candy . .. ice h ockey . .. sa leswo ma n
supreme fo r ag le's m arke t . . . pe n a nd
ink scribble r fo r Al p h a S igma
u ...
grins a nd gigg les . .. Ro nn ie- " h e's go n ·
n a make ch oo-ch oos go" ... face behind
a f r ac tio n a tin g co lumn ... "pretty m a n y"
... nea t ' n sweet . .. J a p a n ese j ad e pl a nts
a n d minia ture pa lm trees .

MARY
E BORAK
D ay Stud e nt fr o m Royersfo rd . . . fo rm e r
T emple stud ent . .. Stud ent-teaching d ays
a t Norristown . .. lo ves to swim .. . S EAP
. .. Messia h Chorus . . . Curta in Club
worke r . .. typica l bookwo rm . .. liking
for music a nd reading . . . IRC . . . travel
ambi tion .

STEPH ENY NICHOLS

FUSAKO O NO

STEPHENY NICHOLS
"Steverino" . . "Hi-ho! " . . . when she
la ugh s, it' s catching . . . " Wh ere can we
g e t a ca r? " . . . FAC . . . swimmer . . .
one of the Flophouse Five . . . go Sig Nu!
· .. waiter in absentia . . . " Ern ie" . . . at
Coffee instead of Chapel ... fri e ndl y and
frank .. . with Stevie, life is never dull.

FUSAKO ONO
Transferred from college in Japan
" study bug" .. . never hears alarm clocks
· . . always giving a speech somewhere
· . . loves New York City . . . a lo yal Miller
fan . . . Metropolita n, Carnegie H a ll , museums . . . KDK girl . .. "and so and so
and so" ... "dancing teacher" .. . "Sleepy
time girl" . . . Tea Party organizer .

DIANE L. OWEN
"Dee" ... chief fire warden ... French 9
entertainer . . . has been seen studying!
· .. fun promoter . . . "Here today gone
tomorrow" . . . closet education . . .
"Eloise" . .. Bancroft troublemaker . . .
one of the lucky seven . . . Ruth's p .j .'s!
· .. Sig Nu's food committee .. . Fletch's
secy . . . . "And I'm not stubborn!" .. .
just like Ron ... "Cheyen ne" . .. always
happy.
NANCY C. OWEN
"Nan" ... nebulous ... P.K .... Phi Psi
prexy ... Brooklyn "dodger" . .. waitress
by trade . . . many kitchen buddies . . .
Duryea Doll . . . pillows and Y retreats
· .. when will I ever get to study? . . . I
like people who are independent ... Oh!
those summ er vacations! ... sleep-all of
the time ... Bobbsey twin ... "organi zation woman".
DIANE L. OWEN

RA Y M. PAINE, JR.

NANCY C. OWE

M. CURTIS PARKER, JR.

RAY M. PAINE, JR.
"Ray" . . . future Bud Wilkinson
pinned to a M .S .T.C. cooed-Sandy . . .
Demas ... Varsity Club . . . Doc, Barry
and Herm ... football ... " Aces" righthand man in P.E. 101 . . . intramural
wrestling champ . . . two year resident;
two year Day stud ent from Norristown.

M. CURTIS PARKER, JR.
"Curt" ... Bus. Ad. major ... Parrrrker
· .. the walk ... Wilson! ... future CPA
· .. OC's merry mailman . . . big "yes"
man ... known to suck up the brew . . .
of stag fame ... the "crawler" ... Friedeborn's right-hand man .. . Zetan' s Sec'y.
· .. Fenstermacher's clown . . . sack rat
· .. gung hot ZX . . . part-time pantry
man . . . one-time Dean's lister.

NANCY L. PARSLY

PATRICIA L. PATTERSON

NANCY L. PARSLY
"Early to bed, early to rise" ... breakfast
· .. Canterbury club and the Sunday jaunt
to church . . . horses and hockey . . .
points in Curtain Club(?) . .. Parsley ...
Yost fan . .. "Must practice my guitar"
· .. French club .. . those early morning
rides to Spring-Ford High . . . "Mary
Washington food wasn't like this".

PATRICIA L. PATTERSON
"Pat" . . . 0 Chi forever . ... weekends in
Woodbury .. . cute as a button .. . One
of the Bobbsey twins ... T.G.I.F ... . ugh,
it's morning again . . . summers at the
bank . .. Messiah . . . hot Pontiac . . .
crazy about Harry and Boz . . . full of the
devil ... ex-Clamer gal . . . "Let's have a
pizza party" .
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J O H N A. PHILLIPS, J R.
" J ack" ... "Yes, Nancy-Yes, Nancyany th ing yo u say, Na ncy . . . Publicity
P erson ified . . . " W ill yo u g u ys please
come to th e meeti ng!" . . . Pres. of Beta
Sig . . . "Two-beer" J ack ... "I got a new
cigarette mac h ine" . .. cast of the very big
opera tors
everybody's buddy
" Let's go sight in the gu ns!!"

SAN D RA J . PIPER
"Pipe" ... K D K chaplain ... " But, Room ie,
I've tried dieti ng" . . . incessant gigg ler . . . Br idge 7, 8 .. . "You cut me a
good er" . . . H o tel Biscayne . . . history
by ou tl ine series . . . " H ow 'bout that!"
... k nown to h ide cigarettes f rom M ercer
. . . S ilverfoot Veep . . . terrific off-key
singe r . . . f u ture missio nary-God help
the na tives! ... " G ood- n ight, Roomie" .
JOH

A. PHILLIPS, JR.

SANDRA]. PIPER

V. MILLE R PRESTON, J R.

JACK C. PRUT ZMAN

V. MILLER PRESTO , J R.
Soph ruler ... Lynn is outside . . . Tell
her I'm sleeping . .. Varsity wrestler ...
"Miller, I want a coke" .. . I n tramura l
ace ... he n pecked? . . . little bit of J avelin . . . lean and mean . . . Boo' roommate . . . H ey, teach . . . Manasquan
Beach Patrol . . . Supply Store bridge
team . . . Mr. Life catcher . . . D o you
thi n k it's here to stay?

J ACK C. PRUTZMAN
"Prutz" .. . studen t teacher . . . proctor
... two year pantry ma n ... SEAP .. .
Capt. of grapplers and hard hitting foo tballer . .. A PE's IFC rep . . . . pinned to
N ancy .. . o n e-time clean liver . . . beli eves in conditioni ng ... "I'm. no t afraid"
. . . most ser ious guy o n campus.

PREST ON C. RISH A W

JA CQUELI NE RO BBI NS

PRESTON C. RISHA W
"Pres" ... Bus. Ad ... . Hon. APE
ex-cowboy . . . Day student fa rmer . ..
proud fath er . . . Did you he:! r the one
about? . . . collects guns . .. helps k eep
the breweries working nights . . . I think
I'll go to Alaska . . . summer-time pipe
liner . .. what this country needs is a good
five-cent nickel.

JACQUELINE ROBBINS
"J ackie"-Robinson ... co-capta in of the
tankers .. . Pittsburgh fog . . . campus
Queen . . . " I don' t get it" . .. Tau Sig
veep . . . politics pusher . . . Alice's
pupil . . . class of ' 59' first lady . . .
R-I-T-T-E -N-H-O-U-S -E . . . Tau Sig
soloist ... retired Phys. Edder .. . " I'm
sorry" .. . cheerleader . . . " I don' t dig
this rock and roll" ... Armstrong's army .
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PATRICIA A. ROBINSON
"Fat Pat" . .. Phi Psi tr easurer ... toted
the tray for four years .. . Fircroft Theta
· . . Phys. edder at h ea rt ... Barb's maid
· . . littl e "Trickster" ... ro om "captain"
· .. Armstrong's problem child . . . mere
female- ha! ... perpetual griper ... fouryear chorus ga l- Messia h . . . tears in h er
ears ... annu al call from Bobby.

CAROLYN E. ROYLE
"Carolyn" ... Vive 0 Chi . .. part-time
reporter for th e H erald .. . cute and peppy ... Navy " 11 " rooter . . . a la rm clock
blu es .. . "Let's go get pi zza!" .. . other
Bobbsey twin . . . M essia h ... ex-Shreiner
gal . . . N o rth Penn firs t semester . ..
drives a n Olds . .. Yost fa n .. . residentcommuter . . . on the phone again!!
PATRICIA A. ROBINSON

JAY K. SALWEN

CAROLYN E. ROYLE

JOAN M. SCHAEFER

JAY K . SALWEN
Soccer man . . . I don't understand
"Cuddles" . . . lumper . . . ardent evangelist ... plays the field ... " Y " retreater
· . . product of New Yawk . . . four-year
accent .. . great sense of humor . .. fast
· . . blushes occasionally . . . cool ma n
· .. Stin e's buddy ... Dr. D ea n ... "wake
me up for breakfast" . .. Chevy . . . "In
the wee small hours" .
JOAN M . S C H AEFER
" Shaef" . .. "go plotz!" .. . Poulenc
stra nge books .. . bagels at 2 A. M ... .
questionable history major . . . peppermint patties .. . activity merry-go- round
· . . "J" shoes . . . "and we discussed
Plato! " .. . " Su e" ... inevitable "People
W e Mu st Find" list . . . a cup of the brew
· .. "giftie, giftie" .. . " You MUST taste
wha t my mo th er baked" .

ROBERT C. G. SCHMOYER

CAROL A. SCHREI,

E~

ROBERT C. G . SCHMOYER
"Schmerg" .. . soccer captain ... D emas
· .. "Earl Scruggs" . . . varsity club . . .
ugly man . .. basketball manager ... bo y
nothing . . . Dean's lister-part-tim e . . .
headed for grad school . . . Robbie's
roommate .. . math major . . . perennial
Curtis man ... finally got pinned . .. Big
Foot . . . Reading pretzel bender . . .
Florida enthusiast . .. Let' s make the dogs
bark . . . Woof!
CAROL A. SCHREINER
"Carol" . .. sophisticated lad y of 0 Chi
· .. Temple Med. bound .. . Dean' s lister
· .. "I've got an angle" .. . qui zzy courses
· .. world traveler . . . " Brenner, you' r e
trying to make a club woman out of m e"
· . . Pol. Sci. 1, 2 for hours . . . dorm
troubles wherever she goes ... lab today
for a change! . . . Snow bunny.
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HELEN L. SCHUMACHER
"Smiley" ... Will ie's S.L.B . ... Pinning
and doubling in the Shipmobile .. . "I
was never serenaded" . . . Those allnighters .. . " I haven't even looked at it
yet" . .. Carter's successor in Sig Nu .. .
Goals : learn to hunt, smoke, and play
bridge .. . rooms in Beardwood, lives in
Stauffer ... Dean's lister ... Chem major.

J OHN SCHUMACHER, J R.
" Shoey" . . . four year Florida man
five year Pre-medder . . . roommate's
clothes ... J ovial J ack ... Rip Van Winkle . . . All American soccer goalie . . .
bats 1000 for Sieb . . . always in shape
. .. IFC high jumper ... J ersey route sign
... Robby's hustling teacher ... Scranton
Flash . . . H it Parade . . . Ruby co-business ma nager . .. Abstainer #3.
HELEN L. SCHUMACHER

JOHN SCHUMACH ER, JR.

WILLIAM D. SEASHOLTZ

MICH AEL]. SEMACH , JR.

WILLIAM D . SEASHOL TZ
"Bill" . . . day student from Fagleyville
· .. pol. sci. major . . . Schwenksvi ll e
student teacher ... active in Air N a tional
Guard . . . partial to spor ts and "po p" ...
Miller fan.

MICHAEL J . SEMACH, JR.
"Sem" ... Delta Pi Veep . . . known to
change apartments often . . . "I. Kracka
Coal Fraternity" . . . Tuesday nights at
the Bridge . . . afternoons at C.C.A . . . .
"Scholarly" ... Buds at Southern schools
· .. pledge trip to the back streets of Pottsville ... "Two can live cheaper than one"
· .. disciple of " Hus" . . . future veep of
the "Beat Generation".

BEN B. SETTLES

RUSSELL H . SH ELLENBERGER

B EN B. S ETTLES
"Ben i" .. . S o n o f Oh io . . . that h a ndso me d ev il .. . Treasu rer o f the S E APmo ney, mon ey everywhe re a nd no t a cent
is m ine .. . An yo ne fo r soccer , tenn is or
p ing-po n g: yes, yes, yes . . . Wh o? m e
sa rcastic . .. " S ee yo u la ter" . . . " Tha nks
for the warning" . . . Slash, cut, wh a t's
left.

RUSS ELL H. SH ELL ENBE RG E R
D ay student fro m Spri n g Ci ty . .. history m ajor .. . C a ptai n a nd sh ortstop of
th e P enguins . . . ard ent N ew Y o rk
Y a nkee fa n . . . " Loo k a t th a t stop by
M cMill a n" ... P o p mu sic fa n atic . .. D ay
Study a rg um ents . . . F ra nkie A va lon
shoes.

J . WILLIAM SHINEHOUSE
"Shine" . . . "Bill" . . . Joe Bliss .
APES .. . Psych. Major(?) ... known to
have had lost weekends ... excels in eating, drinking, and sleeping . . . "Our
room's on fire!" ... P'ville's favorite son
· .. "Good T.V. tonight" ... spendthrift
(!!) . .. dinner at Tram's and summer at
Connelly's and Topsy's . .. get serio us,
Shiner.

HARLAND C. SMITH
"Helen, don't touch that!" ... LV. man
· .. " Well, did you ace it?" . . . goodlooking striped shirts .. . "Ha, h a, ha! "
· . . '47 Chev . . . "Hey, Schreiner, get
your equipment out of the way!" . . .
orchardist and organist . . . "Don' t be
nasty!".
. after graduation, the big
question . . . "Oh, I don't know".

J. WILLIAM SHINEHOUSE

CHERRIE L. SOPER

HARLA ND C. SMITH

EVELYN R. SPARE

CHERRIE L. SOPER
"Cherrie" . . . sevi!:dnas, guitars and
flemenco d an ces . .. " My favorite subject
-me!" . . . Pres . of Spanish club ..
"Cree ita" ... Tau Sig ... Franco fan ..
Spanish major, but no Spanish? . . . cigarette moocher . . . only 14 hour's sleep
.. . Vino drinker ... !ole! . .. "A piano,
finall y !" . . . J ose, Santauder, August
1958 .. . late movie tonight . .. " Back to
Spa in by tramp steamer."
EVELYN R. SPARE
"Ev" .. . SEAP Veep ... student teaching nightmares . . . Messiah .. . one of
Dr. Manning's girls . .. Sig Nu's grace
sayer . . . dreams of Europe .. . three
years with Ro s . . . "What' s the hour?"
. .. Dr. Sturgis' sec'y ... h ead lady at the
Manor . . . "Can ' t believe I'm twentyone!" ... camera fan .. . always a cheerful word .

RUTH ANN SPENCER

MARGARET STITLEY

RUTH ANN SPENCER
"R. A." . . . one of the old Rimby's reception room crew . . . Don' t studycram! .. . Willy's wit fan . .. "Cheez
Louise!" . . . "What a ridiculosity" (Other
expressions censored) . . . "I need a
manny-cure" ... red legs ... "I need wine
first" . .. "Y" kitchen expert on retreats
· .. doesn't smoke (period) ... however,
comma . .. Hm, those Spanish men .
Is he ever sexy .. . !ole!
MARGARET L. M. STITLEY
Chief Merrowvista Mountain Goat .
known to throw a mean shoe . .
Baird's Prexy . . . "Watch that ice" ..
S .E.A .P. Scribe ... Chapel Choir ... Chi
Alpha Scribe, 2 years . .. Student Worship Leader of "Y" . .. "Oh, those seven th graders" ... one ha lf of Peg 'n Pat
Packing Co., Inc .. . . Those Studio Cottage girls!
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LORA L. STRASSER
"Lol" . . . "air bound" from Michigan
_ .. our modern dancer-Conn. School of
D a nce ... one of the Vt. six ... Bobbsey
twin .. . "Lol babe" . . . a good listener
_ .. loyal Phi Psier . .. Duryea '57 prexy
· . _ "Oh Pots" ... "Wi ll she be back?"
· .. diamo nds and furs on 21 st __ . those
long walks .. . Ham's girl.

JACK H. STRUNK
"Strunks" . . . inventor of "Ursinus
Stroll" . . . Friday afternoon cocktail
hour ... known to miss fraternity meetings .. . one of Sieb's Pasteur Grazers
· .. Delti Pi social chairman . . . follows
the old "Hus" tradition ... possible member of the Stuics? . . . Uncle Sam? . . .
future officer of the "Beat Generation"
with "Sem" _
LORA L. STRASSER

JACK H . STRUNK

PAUL A. STUBBS

MARCIA E. SWAN

PAUL A. STUBBS
Ex -US Army .. . one of the new studen ts
... occasional trips to Bucks County .. .
"Come on, Bernie, let's get a beer" . . .
deadly on the dart board . .. Oh , those
Vienna nights . . . non-profit officer's
clubs . . . Beta ' Sig's Santa Cl a us . . .
wholesale pumpkins . . . Future: retirement.

MARCIA E. SWAN
"Mish" .
veep of Sig Nu . .. lady of
Paisley . . . Clamer strut . . . drives th e
ambulance ... Hobo in Europe .. . loves
" Oh Be J oyful" . . . majors in Monkey
Business ... original Flophouse Five and
FAC . .. regular at coffee . . . "Wha t's
been played?" ... "I'm late" ... gung-ho
friend .

FAYE L. TAGGART

JAMES H . TERRY

FAYE L. TAGGART
"Faye" ... September in Alaska ... Day
Study Pres .. . . KDK ca lorie .. . Oh,
those seminars . . . Who likes Air Force
blue? .. . Day Study one-man Desilu _ ..
Student-Faculty Show .. . Art Museum,
ladies? ... Really not com pulsed ... mesmeri zed by Potter, Elmer, & Hiller, Inc.
· . . Snowbound . .. Just one more hand?
JAMES H. TERRY
"Jim" ... Bus. Ad ... _ Executive bound
· .. Doug's Sgt.. _ . Study? .. _ Charles
H. H . Goren's right arm; found in Supply
store . . . gung-ho Beta Sig . . . never
worries . . . ineligible Dean's lister .. _
fullback . . . "Play" four years . . . Big
game hunter-squirrels ... campus philanderer . . . 724 preceptress . . . "Darts
for a sandwich? " . . . record holder for
trips . . . Bette Lou's problem .
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MERLE E. THOMAS
"Merl-O" .. . one of the Duryea Dolls
· . . still waters run deep . . . loyal to
Chi .. . won't part with histo r y books
· .. frustrated athlete . . . wild shoppin g
sprees ... treks to the drug ... F lorida!
· .. " I'm fro.n P emberton" . .. blueberries,
cranberries, and the Pines .. . a sincere
friend . . . walks a nd more walks.

o

J . KENNETH TRAUGER
"Ken" ... doesn ' t like J o hn ... the "Y"
cab inet philoso pher ... Chi Alpha member ... Greek took him . .. Sig Rho member a nd pro scho larship . . . ask Tony
who his right hand man was in th e kitchen
· .. sin gs o nce a year for th e M essiah .. .
intercoll egiate worker . . . outdoors man
from way back ... needs a n ew pipe.
h ea d ed for sem inary with a major in
math.
MERLE E. THOMAS

BARBARA J. TUCKER

J. KENNETH TRAUG5R

DIANA J. VYE

BARBARA J. TUCKER
"Barby" . .. ex- Rimb y's gal . . . compo
anat. dissec tion by lingernails . .. KDK
· .. " Well, not particularly" . . . d ecoration committee for everything . . . Place
cards
Dio r creations
interpretive
dancing = talented . . . "May is Fair
Time" .. . " But I can't ea t a thing! " ...
red legs . . . "Y" chef . . . big fat gi'rl s
· .. " But Ohio is h a lfway to Tinebuktu!"

+

+

DIANA J . VYE
" Di Vi" . . . D ea n 's team . . . "Where's
Charlie! " . . . Phi Psi Pal . . . ch a rmin'
schoolmarm ... Spirit (Committee) Plus
· . . vivacious cheer h ead . . . efficiency
and how! . .. late nights, early mornings
· .. Alpha Psi Prex y, Curtain Club Veep
· .. "Do you really think so?!" ... meetings, meetings, meetings!! .. . "See 'ya
later" .

SHELD ON P. WAGMAN

ROBERT G. WAGNER

SHELDON P . WAGMAN
"Porky" ... pre-dent . .. tennis co-captain
· . . green Sig Rho-er . . . hi Ii bug .. .
"Buns" . . . Varsity club . . . tripod . . .
Oh, those wool ties! ... summer milkman
· .. Hausie anyone? . . . Mike's roomie
· .. Oh, those Saturday nights . .. boy
photographer . . . Rum crooks . . . flying
mattress .. . trip to Duryea ... "What's
new in Maine? . .. Dig that evil laugh!
ROBERT G. WAGNER
Robbie' s friend . .. psych is the favorite
subject . . . took it twice . . . multimajor
· .. veep in APE . . . occasionally called
Inky ... two years before anyone knew he
lived off campus . . . only secretary who
ad libbed the minutes .. . best grounds
keeper U. C. ever had . .. good lead-off
man ... likes to pass the ball ... likes an
olive in his Manhat tans . . . never a dull
momen t.
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RICHARD E. WAITE
Commando Squad . . . Photo Club
water skiing in Nov . ... she SAYS she's
from Smith . . . T.P.O .M .LF .R. . . .
classical music to study by . . . . canoes,
microscopes, hi-fi units, and underwater
cameras . . . Stein henge .. . grad school
in psychology ... "My foot's asleep and
I envy it."
ELIZABETH A . WHEELER
"Liz" ... "How about that! " . . . " Really"
· .. "Got a penny?" . . . eleven beers
· .. Duryea Doll .. . Aeyrud ... fickle??
· .. "Bring your books into my room and
sleep" .. . one of the Vt. six ... Whitian
Prexy . . . Fwoyd & Liz .. . Badminton
Capt .. . . keeper of the mouse .. . Snell's
Motor Moron ... donator of large quantities of flu vaccine ... Bridgeport Mountain Goat.
RICHARD E. WAITE

ELIZABETH A. WHEELER

E. T AMA WILLIAMS

WAYNE D. WILLIAMS

E. T AMA WILLIAMS
"Tam" . . . ole bean ... those crazy outfits .. . W AA Pres . . . . rowdy hockey
weekends . . . Coach, " You' re a D .S." . ..
"Joyce" . . . squnchy ... the Heartbreaker
... "I've yet to find a man on this campus" . . . " Aren' t mad, are you?" . . .
"Next week I've got to get organized" .. .
around the world on two drip-dry blouses.

WAYNE D . WILLIAMS
"Waynesie" ... basketball ... the tinker
toys . .. member of the Big 3 ... ZX ...
IFC representative . . . Varsity Club .
arms of the steam table . . . S . B.! . . .
don' t wake me up . . . golden throat of
the Ursinus Stadium . . . plays baseball
. Jay's 450 hitter . . . proctor of Stine
. . . first in door damage.

CAROL WILLIAMSON

AL YIN

J. WILSON
CAROL WILLIAMSON
"Cuddly Carol" ... Caesar's Mother.
"Such a Beauty" ... one of Vermont six
· .. Maples lady . . . room full of newspaper ... pine tree and star peppermints
· . . dead-eye with water pistol ... racket
captains trainer ... "Googooboobie" ...
kite flyer ... white coat crew .. . bulletin
board specimen . . . golf "pro" . . . organlzer . . . Tower of Power.
ALVIN J. WILSON
Zeta Chi Prexy . . . Ace Bear pass receiver . . . President Southeastern District SEAP . . . Hey teach! .. . Bruno's
Buddy ... engaged to Elaine ... Keeper
of the Zoo ... Mr. Ivy League ... The
Phantom and his assistant . . . "Where's
Parker?" . . . Sea Isle City in the trunk
· .. "Wanta meet Jim?" ... Varsity Clubber . . . LF.C. quarter miler.

MARY B. WILSON
Mary . . . Superwoman fan . . . mere
female, ha ... South Truant Officer . . .
Beardwood Vice-Preceptress . . . finally
"scored" in her junior year . . . Phoebe
fa n .. . Van Gogh enthusiast ... Bridge
ad infinitum . .. Miller disciple . .. Florence Nightingale's roomie . . . has a
genius for disorder . . . kind to squirrels
... Smoke-Stack . .. "Thank you."

MARY B. WILSON

JEANNE BURH ANS WURTZ

JEANNE BURHANS WURTZ
"J eannie" . .. " Are we friends?" ... Sig
Nu's scribe . . . those sorority shore weekends! . .. one of the original Flophouse
Five .. . "Jeannie Beanie" .. . married
to Bell Tel. via Cheddar ... party-party!
. . . FAC . . . "Can't cut class" . . .
"Bridge?" . . . "It happens to the best
of us" .. . "See you at coffee" ... a sincere friend.

HARRY ZALL

HARRY ZALL
Curly hair ... never smiles in public
"m-m-m ye-e-es" .. . Dean's tealn . . .
Cha-cha Champ .. . "I just bought this
pack" . . . "I'm just a li'l kid" . .. frustrated pitcher . . . hates to sleep .
M. S. G.A . . . . "What's this waff?" .
vigilant proctor . . . lost week-ends
Fernando Lamas . . . feature editor
best roomma te (most considerate) .
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The close of this book represents and an·
ticipates the conclusion of our college life.
Let us pray that the past will aid us as water
does the vine - to nurture our strength and
mold our lives so that we may glorify in the
sun and yet fight the storms that lie ahead.

Senior Directory
DA VIES, JOSEPH ARTHUR
1666 Bridge Street, Philadelphia 24, Pennsylvania
DAVIS, ELIZABETH JA E
Cooper Road, Scotch Plains, New Jersey
DeGEORGE, BARBARA ELLEN
90 I Burmont Road, Drexel Hill, Pennsylva nia
DEMPSEY, BARRY LEE
216 James Drive, H avertown, Pennsylvania
DeRYDER, IRENE
104 D emarest Avenue, Bloomfield, N ew Jersey
D ' EUST ACHIO, RICHARD WILLIAM
8 15 Third Street, Beverly, New Jersey
DIETRICH, FAYE LUCILLE
130 Fleetwood Avenue, Fleetwood, Pennsylvania
DREWNIAK, MICH AEL JOSEPH , JR.
21 I Richlandtown Pike, Quakertown, Pennsylvania
DRYFOOS, LLEWELLYN FOGEL, JR.
568 North Laurel Street, H azelton, Pennsylvania
EDDY, CORA LEE
320 Inman T errace, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
ELANDER, JACK LeROY
5 I I North London Avenue, Rockford, TIlinois
EMENHEISER, ELAINE MARION
25 Gerald Avenue, Feasterville, Pennsylvania
ERVIN, RUTH W HITLEY
23 10 Bristol Pike, Corn wells H eights, Pennsylvapia
EVANS, ANNABEL ALICE
3 I I Second Street, Slatington, Pennsylvania
FETTEROLF, GERTRUDE ELLEN (LAURENSON)
Star Route, Pottstown, Pennsylvania
FINKBINER, EDWIN STEPHEN
438 Washington Street, Royersford, Pennsylvania
FISHER, CA ROL ANGELINE
137 Kalos Street, Philadelphia 28, P ennsylvania
FOGAL, SAMUEL WESLEY
R.D. # I, Womelsdorf, P ennsylva nia
FOLLET, MARGARET J EAN
1303 West Oak S treet, Norristown, ' Pennsylvan ia
GARSIDE, SALLY ELLEN
211 Crestmont T errace, Collingswood, New Jersey
GELBACH, CHARLES WILLIAM
807 North H igh Street, Duncannon, Pennsylvania
GILBERT, JOYCE ANN
345 Ridge Avenue, State College, Pennsylva nia
GILMORE, NANCY ELEANOR
I 16 East Sixth Street, Lansd ale, Pennsylvania
GLAUSER, FREDERICK LOUIS
516 North Lansdowne Avenue, Drexel H ill, Pen nsylvania
GOB RECHT, EDWARD STERNER
RD. #2, Box 122 7, Ellwood City, Pennsylvania
GODSHALK, WILLIAM LEIGH
Rural Route 2, Bangor, Pennsylvania
GUTTSCHALL, TH EODORE WILLIAM
805 West Lafayette Street, Norri stown , Pennsylvania
HAAG , JOHN ADOLPH
3230 Ryan Avenue, Philadelphia 36, Pennsylvania
HABERL, FRANZ-PETER
104 South 2nd Street, Bellwood, Pennsylvania
HADTKE , CHARLES PAUL, JR.
331 East Surf Road, O cean City, New J ersey
HARRISON , REIGH XMAN
402 North 5th Avenue, Royersford, Pennsyl va nia
HARTZELL, MILDRED LORRAINE
224 Meade Street, Chester, Pennsylvania
HA YES, RONALD WESLEY
M.R. 2, Ambler, Pennsylvania
HECKLE R, WILLIS KENNETH
Zieglerville, Pennsylvania
HERMAN, GEORGE ROBERT, JR.
Box 256, Ski ppack, Pennsylva n ia
HILL, PEN ELOPE
900 Church Road, Orela nd , Pennsylvania
HOBSON, DANIEL WAYNE
Box 95, Pipersville, Pennsylvania
HOLCOMBE, TED SERGEANT
28 Church Street, Dunellen, New J ersey
HOUSER , BEN PHILIP, JR.
458 East Broad Street, T a maqua, Pennsylvania
IRWIN, ALICE PINKERTON
619 H arvard Road, Bala-Cy rt wyd, Penn sylvania
JACOBS, THERESA CATHERINE
738 Sunset Avenue, Akron, Pennsylva n ia
JENDRICKS, HENRY WILLIAM
130 West Me. Kirk Avenue, Norristown, Pennsylvania

ACHEY, LETTY MILLICENT
79 North Charlotte, Manheim, Pennsylvania
ADAMS, JU DITH ANN
721 North 9th Street, St. Cl air, Michigan
ALBERT, ELIZABETH EST HER
4 Ridl ey Aven ue, Aldan, Pennsylva nia
ALEXANDER , JANET
346 South Main Street, Telford , Pennsylva n ia
AND ERSON, MERRILL ALFRED
Limekiln Pike, Dresher, Penn sylva ni a
ANGSTADT, ROBERT BITTING
34 1 W est Main Street, Kutztown, Pennsylvania
BAILEY, KENNETH ALAN
Gulph & Con estoga Roads, Devon, Pennsylva ni a
BARBOUR, RICHARD LOUIS
28 Lind en Avenue, Long Branch , New J ersey
BARCKLOW, WILLIAM ALEXANDER, JR.
Paisley & Bonnie Roads, Richboro, Pennsylvania
BA VER, JUSTIN E ALBERTA
R.D. # I , Orwigsburg, Pennsylvania
BEA VER , ROB ERT
307 West II th Avenue, Conshoho cken , Pennsylvania
BECKER , MICHA EL SYDNEY
3504 Pacific Avenue, Atlantic City, New Jersey
BELLAIRS, ROSALI E HEATH ER
104 North Concord Avenue, H avertown, Pennsylvania
BIRCH, BRUCE EDSON
5 I 0 Fairmont Road, H avectown, Pennsylvania
BLAKNEY, DOLORES SYLVIA
507 Woodlawn Avenu e, Collingswood, New J ersey
BLEW, ROBERT EUGENE
R.D. # 2, Lehighton, Pen nsy lvania
BOND, ROBERT FRANKLIN
I Cedar Lane, Pemberton, New J ersey
BRENNER, LINDA DORA
I 16 Stacey Avenue, Trento n, N ew J ersey
BRETZGER, EMIL FRED
225 Ra ndall Aven ue, Freeport, New York
BUBEL, ALBERT F.
257 Morga n Street, Ph oe nixville, Pen nsylvania
BURHANS, JEANNE EDITH (W URTZ )
806 Mai n Street, Trappe, Pennsylvania
BURNS, JESS ROBERT
500 W a lnut Street, Royersford, Pennsylva nia
BUSHA Y, JUDITH LOUISA
10 Winding Way, H add onfield, New J ersey
BUXTON, ANNE CURTIS
100 W est Broad Stree t, Elizabethville, P enn sylva ni a
BYRNE, NANCY MARIE
282 Griffen Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylva n ia
CARDONA, JOSE NESTOR
7 I Quebradilla Avenue, I sabela, Puerto Ri co
CARPENTER, CAROLYN MAR VIS
3 I Promenade Street, Gorh am, N ew H ampsh ire
CARSON, WILLIAM, JR.
103 Cambria Street, St. D av ids, Pennsylvani a
CATLETT, ELSIE LAURA
14 I 6 E. Market Street, York, Pennsylvani a
CELIS, RODOLFO
225 Gravel Hill Road , Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania
CHRIST, WALTER RICHARD
12 West Main Street, Fleetwood , Pennsylvania
CIANCI, ANTHONY PETER
1258 N orth 10th Street, Reading, P ennsylvan ia
CLAIR, THEODORE WILLIAM
Beverly Road, Burlington, N ew J ersey
CLISBY, EDWARD VANARD
101 Ridge Pike, Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylva nia
COLBERT, ANN
1509 Powell Street, Norristown, Pen nsylvania
CONNELLY, WILLIAM HAROLD
I I North Aberdeen Place, Atlantic City, N ew J e~sey
CONSTANTINE, PAUL A.
168 W est Seymour Stree t, Philadelphia 44, Pennsyl va ni a
COOPER, JAMES BENNETT, JR.
Box 135 , West Lawn, Reading, Pennsyl va nia
COVERDALE, WATSON S. JR.
7222 Linwood Avenue, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
CROSS, VALERIE ANN (DUNNINGTON)
1508 East Ro vey Street, Phoenix, Arizon3
CUTHBERT, BRUCE JOHN
364 Main Street, Trap pe, Pennsylva nia
DANIELS, ALLAN EVANS
420 Parkview Drive, Pittsburgh 16, Pennsylvania
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Senior Directory
J

HAN

RISHA W, PRESTON CLARENCE
R.D . #2, Downingtown, Pennsylvania
ROBBINS , J ACQU LINE
1029 Edmonds Avenue, Drexel H ill, Pennsylvania
ROBINSON , PATRI IA ANN
2033 Spring Avenue, O akford, Pennsylvania
ROYLE , CAROLYN ELIZABETH
58 Shirley Lane, Norristown, P ennsylvania
SALWEN, JAY KENNETH
1355 Broadway, H ewlett, New York
SCHAEFER, JOAN MARIE
3006 Windish Street, Philadelphia 15, Pennsylvania
SCHOYM R, ROB RT CARL GRAMM
453 Douglass Street, Reading, Pennsylvania
SCHREINER, CAROL ANNE
11 East Main Street, Lansdale, Pennsylvania
S HUMACHER, H ELEN LOUISE
964 Manor Avenue, Meadowbrook, Pennsylvania
SCHUMACHER, JOHN, JR.
624 Prospect Avenue, Scranton, Pennsylvania
SEASHOL TZ, WILLIAM DOUGLAS
R.D. # 1, Perkiomenville, Pennsylvania
SEMACH , MICHAEL JOHN , JR.
1105 West Airy Street, Norristown, Pennsylvania
SETTLES, BEN BERNEY
157 South Walnut Street, Orrville, Ohio
SHELLE BERGER, RUSSELL HENRY
140 New Street, Spring City, Pennsylvania
SHINEHOUSE, JOHN WILLIAM
Rhoads Road, R.D. # 3, Pottstow n, Pennsylvania
SMITH, HARLAND CHARLES
Va ll ey Forge Road, Fairview Village, Pennsylvania
SOPER, CHERRIE LOU
26 Golf Club Lane, Paoli, Pennsylvania
SPARE, EVELYN RUTH
621 Forrest Avenue, Norristown, Pennsylvania
SPENCER, RUTH ANN
1908 West Somerset Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
STITLEY, MARGARET LENA MAE
R.D . #1, Box 104, Dalmatia, Pennsylvania
STRASSER , LORA LOUISE
10 Berwick Lane, Dearborn, Michigan
STRUNK, JACK HERBERT
306 Summer Street, Royersford, Pennsylvania
STUBBS, PAUL ALBERT
Ridge Road, Box 267, R.D. #2, New Hope, Pennsylvania
SW AN, MARCIA ELIZABETH
26 Huntting Drive, Dumont, New Jersey
TAGGART, FAYE
317 Prince Frederick Street, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
TERRY, JAMES HARDY
822 S. Fairway Road , North Hills, Pennsylvania
THOMAS, MERLE ELLA
51 H a nover Street, Pemberton, New Jersey
TRAUGER, JOHN KENNETH
Box 64, Pipersville, Pennsylvania
TUCKER, BARBARA JOAN
704 Seward Avenue, Akron, Ohio
VLAHOS, JAMES WILLIAM
1212 Queen Street, Pottstown, PennsylYimia
VYE, DIANA JEANNE
514 Brookview Lane, H avertown, Pennsylvania
WAGMAN, SHELDON PAUL
315 H igh Street, Burlmgton, New Jersey
W AGNER , ROBERT GORDON
718 W est Lafayette Street, Norristown, Pennsylvania
WAITE, RICHARD EDWARD
46 Monmouth Boulevard, Oceanport, New Jersey
WARRELL, JOHN ALBERT
1220 J ones Street, Conshohocken, Pennsylvania
WHEELER, ELIZABET H ANNE
15 1 Central Avenue, Madison, New Jersey
WILLIAMS, ELINO R T AMA
Fea therbed Lane, Moorestown, New J ersey
WILLIAMS, WAYNE DAVID
Youngs Avenue, Southold , N ew York
WILLIAMSON , CAROL
Providence Road, R.D . # 1, Media, Pennsylvania
WILSON, ALVIN JAMES
47 Schuylkill Street, Cressona, Pennsylvania
WILSON, MARY BERNICE
208 West End Avenue, H addonfield, New Jersey
ZALL, HARRY
1519 East Washington Lane, Phila delphia, Pennsylvania

ESEN, BJ

RNE FRAN K
R.D. # 1, Collegcville, Pennsylvania
J
L UD ~ ARR
346 Peachvdle Road, Plymo uth Meet ing, Pcnnsylvania
JO E ,JOHN LWYN
1203 H oward Avenue, Pottsvillc, Pennsylvania
N EY, WILLIAM HARLES, JR .
989 Spnn ghou se Road, Mcado wbrook, Pennsyl va nia
KI LO H , ALL N WILLIAM , JR.
3447 Kci m Strec t, Phila dclphi a, Pennsylvania
KOFF, MARVI
AUL
6 14 2 York Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
KRIEB EL, JAMES MONROE, JR .
6 Ma rkct Street, H adleld, Pennsylva nia
LeCA T , CAROL RUTH
59 Eucltd Avenue, H addonfield, N ew Jersey
LEFEVER, LOIS GAIL
12 Bell ev ue Avenue, Leonardo, New Jersey
LEVE SON , HUBERT SHELDON
750 H erkness Strect, Philadelphi a 24, Pennsylvania
LIM, JOHN PAUL, JR.
805 Main Street, Stroud sburg, Pen nsylvania
LONEY, LAURA LOUISE
148 Kat hmere Road , H avertown, Pennsylvania
MacCALMONT, VIRGINIA ANNE
Buena Vista Drive, Westport, Connecti cut
MADDOCK, RICHARD COTTON, JR .
71>5 Ormond Avcnue, Drcxcl Hill , Pennsylvania
MAESTRELLI, RAYMOND COLUMBUS
509 Mercer Avenue, Spring Lake, New Jersey
MALICK, GERALD PAUL
307 North Third Street, Pottsville, Pennsylvania
MARTELLA, ARTHUR , JR.
1505 Ma rkl ey Street, Norristown, Pennsylvania
McCABE, THO,MAS MARTIN
637 Nutt Road, Phoenixville, Pen nsylva ni a
M cQUOID , WILLIAM ARTHUR
3025 W est Ridge Pike, Norristown, Pennsylvania
MEIER, ROSALIND EDNA
2033 Mount Carmel Avenue, Glenside, Pennsylvania
MEIER , WALTER ERICH
Main Street, Green Lane, P ennsylvania
MEITZ ER, ELISE ANN
124 Lynnwood Avenue, Glenside, P ennsylvania
MENKUS, RICHARD HE RY
1608 East Walnut La ne, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
MERCER, RUTH HUTCHINSON
7533 Woolston Avenue, Ph ilade lphia, Penn sylvania
MILLER, SAMUEL CLEMONS
Route # 1, Souderton, Pennsy lva ni a
MILLER, WILLIAM DAVID
7151 Georgian Road, Philadelphia 38, Pennsylvania
MOYER , ROY JACOB
541 North Germantown Pike, Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania
NAGLE, JUDITH ANN
235 East Derry Road , Hershey, Pennsylvania
NEBORAK, MARY
R.D . # 1, Royersford, Pennsy lvania
NICHOLS, STEPHENY LEE
Stout'S Valley Road, R.D . #4, Easton, Pennsylvania
ONO, FUSAKO
522 Main Street, Collegeville, Pennsylvania
OWEN, DIANE LOUISE
641 Raikes Road, Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania
OWEN, NANCY CAROL
1058 East 2 1st Street, Brooklyn 10, New York
PAINE, RAY MAXWELL, JR.
1700 West Main Street, Norristown, Pennsylvania
PARKER, MILTON CURTIS
805 Plymouth Place, Ocean City, New J ersey
PARSLY, NANCY LAYTON
8104 Eastern Avenue, Philadelphia 18, Pennsylvania
PATTERSON, PATRICIA LEA
570 Cooper Street, Woodbury, New Jersey
PHILLIPS, JOHN ARTHUR, JR .
2731 Westfield Avenue, Camd.en 5, New Jersey
PIPER, SANDRA JUNE
547 Grand Avenue, Havertown, Pennsylvania
POWELL, LAWRENCE NEWMAN, JR.
Lake Drive, Rt. # 1, Morrisville, Pennsylvania
PRESTON, VINCENT MILLER, JR.
66 Pearce Avenue, Manasquan, New Jersey
PRUTZMAN, JACK CLARENCE
914 Perry Street, Reading, Pennsylvania
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Patrons of the 1959 RUBY
MR. & MRS. HARRY ACKERMAN
MR. & MRS. HARRY AITKEN
MR. & MRS. C. L. ANDERSON
HARVEY A. BACHMAN
D. OWEN BAILEY
MR. & MRS. LOUIS J. BARBOUR
DR. & MRS. E. A. BATCHELOR
MRS. WALTER BEAVER
DR. ROBERT BENNETT
HENRY D . BERLITZ
MR. & MRS. C. W. BLAKNEY
MR. & MRS. M. BOGGIO
MR. & MRS. GEORGE A. BRENNER
DR. & MRS. J. E. P. BURNS
DR. WILMER F. BURNS
MR. & MRS. LLOYD W. CARPENTER
PAUL N . CASSEL
MR. & MRS. JAMES T. CATLETT, SR.
MRS. MABEL S. CHRIST
MRS. & MRS. THEODORE CLAIR
MRS. CARTER N . COLBERT
COLLEGEVILLE BEAUTY & GIFT SHOP
THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL
MR. & MRS. A. CONSTANTINE
MR. & MRS. EUGENE J . COOK
MR. & MRS. J. BENNETT COOPER
MRS. WATSON S. COVERDALE
W . F. CRITCHFIELD
MR. & MRS. N. CRITCHLEY
MR. & MRS. W. RUSSELL CUMMINGS
MR. & MRS. EDWARD DEMPSEY
MR. & MRS. TREVOR W . DEMPSEY
MR. & MRS. PAUL L. DIETRICH
MR. & MRS. CHARLES E. DONNEL
MR. & MRS. GEORGE R. DRUMMOND
MRS. W . C. EDDY
LEONARD M. EIKNER
MR. & MRS. L. B. ELANDER
MR. & MRS. EARL G. EVANS
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM B. EVOY
CARL FIEHS
MR. & MRS. HARVEY E. FISHER
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM C. FITTS, JR.
MR. & MRS. LAWRENCE FOARD
MR. & MRS. LAWRENCE FOGAL
MR. & MRS. LOUIS H. FOLLET
MR. & MRS. H. T . GALLOW A Y
MR. & MRS. JAMES W. R. GELBACH
FRED GENTER
MR. & MRS. HAROLD R. GILBERT
A FRIEND
DR. & MRS. JULIUS GLAUSER
REV. LOY C. GOBRECHT
MR. & MRS. M. L. GODSHALK
MR. & MRS. C. G. GRACE
E. B. HARPER
MR. H. A . HAR RELSON
MR. & MRS. GEORGE P. HARTZELL
MR. & MRS. SAMUEL C. HEASLEY
MR. & M RS. FRANK P . HILL JR.
MR. & MRS. WILLARD HOFFERT
EDWIN G. HOLL
BEN P. HOUSER, M.D.
CLAUDE L. JOHNSON, JR.
MR. & MRS. WALLACE J. JOHNSON
ELWYN JONES
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Patrons of the 1959 RUBY
JOSEPH KELEMEN
MR. & MRS. LESTER J. KOCH
MR. & MRS. PHILIP KOCHENDERFER
MR. & MRS. CHARLES KOY ANAGI
MR. & MRS. R. H. KREISINGER
MR. & MRS. J. MONROE KRIEBEL
MR.& MRS. THEODORE J. KyAK
MR. & MRS. CHARLES B. LECATO
LEVENGOOD DAIRIES
DR. & MRS. JOHN P. LIM
C. I. LORD
EUGENE S. LOZIER
DR. & MRS. RICHARD C. MADDOCK
MR. & MRS. BRUNO MAESTRELLI
MRS. EDITH MARBERGER
MR. & MRS. M. J. MAUER
HARRY McGARRIGEL
MRS. JOHN J. MEIER
MR. & MRS. ERICH F. MEITZNER
BELLE MENKUS
MR. & MRS. ROBERT K. MILLER
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM DAVID MILLER, JR.
MR. & MRS. HARRY MOOCK
FRANK MORRELL
PERCY MORRIS
MR. ROBERT A. MULFORD SR.
MR. & MRS. MARK L. NACE
REV. DR. & MRS. R. MAXWELL PAINE
MR. & MRS. ERIC G. PAPPANI
MR. & MRS. HARRY PICKMAN
MR. & MRS. ALA
L. REED
MR. & MRS. CLARK N. RICE
MR. & MRS. WESLEY ROYLE
DR. & MRS. JAMES M. RUSSO
MR. & MRS. HAROLD SANDERS
MR. & MRS. DONALD S. SANDS
MR. & MRS. FRANCIS SCMIDT
REV. & MRS. P. E. SCHMOYER
MR. & MRS. EUGENE R. SCHUMACHER
MR. & MRS. JOHN SCHUMACHER
MR. & MRS. ROBERT SHAW
MR. & MRS. CHARLES V. SHELLENBERGER
DR. EDWARD N. SHERMAN
EARL SKRUGGS
MR. & MRS. HARLAND B. SMITH
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM SNYDER
STANLEY RESTAU RANT
MR. & MRS. HARLAN STATZELL JR.
MR.& MRS. WILLIAM J. STRASSER
MR. & MRS. JOHN SWINTON
MR. & MRS. W. CARLTON THOMAS
MR. WILLIAM THOMPSON
MRS. E. F. TOMKINS
WILMER TRAUGER
MR. & MRS. EARLE K. WAGNER
MR. & MRS. AMORY H. WAITE
MR. & MRS. HUGH WALTON
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM B. WETTERAU
MR. & MRS. E. A. WHEELER
JOSEPH S. WHITEMAN
MR. & MRS. H. F. WILLIAMS
MR. & MRS. CHESTER A. WILSON
MR. & MRS. WALTER WILSON
MR. & MRS. GAR S. WOOD
MR. & MRS. DONALD Y. YONKER
MR. & MRS. IRVING ZALL
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URSINUS COLLEGE

*
The Oldest College in
Montgo11te1'y County

*
The Only Co-Educati01wl Col/eKe in
MontgomeTY County

*
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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CONGRA TULA TION S

AND BEST WISHES

TO THE CLASS OF 1959

FROM

*

THE BECKERS
OF ATLANTIC CITY

AND

THESCHUMACHERS
OF SCRANTON

138

ALAN WOOD STEEL
COMPANY
Producers of Quality Stee l f or More Than
a C entury and a Q uarte1'

*
ALAN WOOD STEEL COMPAN Y
Conshohocken, Pennsylva nia

Compliments of

FOREMOST DAIRIES, INC.

*
Manufacturers of

DOLLY MADISON
and

FOREMOST ICE CREAM
Pottstown, P a .
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SUPERIOR TUBE
COMPANY
Makers of Fine Small Tubing
in Many Metals

*
Germantown Pike
Between
Collegeville and Evansburg

SYNTHANE
CORPORA TION
Manufacturers
of
Laminated
Plastics

*
OAKS, PA.

140

Complimen ts of

IMPERIAL COMMERCE
CORPORA TION
27 Fulton Fish Market

NEW YORK 38, N. Y.

Get the Best -

Get

SEALTEST

MILK AND ICE CREAM

141

Compliments of

Com pli111el1ts of

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

ALPHA PHI EPSILON

NATIONAL SERVICE

FRATERNITY

FRATERNITY

Com pli ments of

Compliments of

BET A SIGMA LAMBDA

DEL T A MU SIGMA

FRATERNITY

FRATERNITY

Compliments of

C011l,pliments of

DEL T A PI SIGMA

SIGMA RHO LAMBDA

FRATERNITY

FRATERNITY

Best Wishes to the

Complime1t,ts of

Class of 1959

ZETA CHI
ALPHA SIGMA NU
FRATERNITY
SORORITY
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Compliments

of

Compliments

of

KAPPA DELTA KAPPA

OMEGA CHI

SORORITY

SORORITY

Compliments

of

Compliments

of

PHI ALPHA PSI

TAU SIGMA GAMMA

SORORITY

SORORITY

Best Wishes to the Class

of

1959

from the

SPIRIT COMMITTEE

Catalogs - Price Lists - Programs - Periodicals
Offset and Letterpress Printing

SMALE'S PRINTERY
Established 192 8

785 North Charlotte Street
POTTSTOWN, PA.

Announcements - Stationery - Mailing - Addressing
Harold Smale, Class of 1953
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MA.-\<c t 7 -R 4 50

PIERCE & REESE
Jll st

ollsist elltly Fhl e

Meats - Poultry - Pro v ision,
Frosted Foods

*

130-132 North Delaware Avenue
PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.

Tuxedos, ClltaWa)IS, White Jackets and Acressories

PARK HOLLY
Formal W ear to Hire
All Merchandise on P1'emise
516 West Main Street
ORRI TOW

*

141 Nutt Road

, P A.

PHOE

BR 2- 6 000

IXVILLE, P A .

WE 3-7597

MERIN STUDIOS
1010

hestnut

treet

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

*

Photo g /'a phe/'s
Offi cial PhotogJ"{ljJ/Je /'s t o the 1959 " Rllby"

Our

Banl~ing

Serv ices . ..

Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Chri stmas Clubs
Vacation Clubs
Safe Deposit Boxes
Travelers Checks
Personal Money Ordet',
All Loan Services
2 Y2 '/0 Savings Certifica tcs
Drive-In-Window
and
Parking Facilities
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Complim ellt of

REPUBLIC FISH CO.

•

11-12 Dock Street Fish Ma rket
PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.

EASTERN BANANA CORP.
Importers of Fresh Fro z en
White - Pink - Brown Shri11lp

*
10 Fulton Street
NEW YORK 38, N. Y.

It's New!

SCHULZ BUTTERNUT BREAD
In the New Taste Tempting Picture Packaf(e
It Puts Appetite Appeal in Every Meal
At Yo 1/1' GI'oce rs

At YonI' Hom e

Schulz Baking Co.

Pottstown, Pa.

Com pli1llents of

MILBOURNE OYSTER CO.
Produce1's and Shippers of Chesapeake Bay's Finest
Oysters - Crab Meat - Soft Shell Crabs

*
CRISFIELD, MARYLAND

14~

SPECK'S

0111 pi i mellts of

Pi/Jin' Hot Sandwiches

SCHRADER'S ATLANTIC
STATION

Soft Ice Cream - Milk Shakes

460 Main Street

Route 422

*
LIM ERI K , FA .

O LLE

· VILLE, PA .
Ph one : H U 9-7185

Complim ents of
om/J/i m ellts

THE KNOELLERS
of ({,
at the

FRIEND
OLLEGEVILLE BAKERY

01llpiet e L ocal alld Natiollal

Congratulations to the
Class of 1959

po rts

N e ws alld A ctioll PictJ/l'e s

A lid
Daily Circulation More Th a n 26, 000

Siu ce l"e Wishes fo r
ill th e C01l1ing Y ears

0111'

II

('cess

"An American N ewspapel' Sinc e 1799"

*

THE TIMES HERALD

COLLEGE CUT RATE
P aul N. Lutz, Manager

Norristown, Pa.

5 th and Main Streets

Eat the Best Bread

WOLLEY SEGAP . . .

No N eed to Look Us Up in th e

BORZILLO BAKERY, INC.

Y ellow Pages- Just Dial . ••
Borz illo's H em·th Bread

BR 2-BEER or BR 5-BEER

*

(BR 2-2337)

(BR 5-2337)

Main and Walnut Streets

CHIC CO

NORRISTOWN, PA.

Penn and Arch Streets

BRoadway 5-0226

BRoadway 2-2663

NORRISTOWN, PA.
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Compliments of

Co'mpliments of

LIBERTY FISH CO.

ATLANTIC FISH MKT., INC.

Dock Street Market

19 Spruce Street

PHILADELPHIA 6, PA .

PHILADELPHIA 6, P A.

Compliments of

Compliments of

BEYER FISH CO.

G. C. PARDEE

New York, N. Y.

Port Norris, N.

J.

Complime1tts of

Compliments of

M. P. LEVY CO., INC.

FORD FISH CO.

28 Fulton Market

108 South Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Compliments of

Compliments of

DAN DIORIO

E. FRANK HOPKINS CO.

Front and Dock Streets

9 Dock Street Fish Market

PHILADELPHIA, P A.

PHILADELPHIA, P A.
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Best Wish es

Best Wishes

STERN FISH CO.

PECK FISHERIES CORP.

301 S. Front Street

35 Peck Slip

PHI LA DELPHIA , FA .

EW YORK,

. Y.

Best Wishes
Best Wishes
WM. PEBLER & SONS
GREENPORT OYSTER CO.
442 N. Rhode Island Avenue
Greenport, Long Island, N. Y.
J.

AT LA TIC CITY, N.

Bes t Wisbes

Best Wi shes

HARRY A. LEWIS

BENJ. POLAKOFF & SON

Clams - Oysten

Wholesale Delicatessen

*

*

560 Yacht Avenue

1205 Mediterranean Avenue

SOMERS POINT, N .

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

J.

C01ttpliments of

Compliments of

SAN JUAN FISHING &

RITZ CAR PARK

PACKING CO.
118 S. California Avenue

233 Water Street
NEW YORK 38, N . Y.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.

14B

J.

Com plill/wfs of

Compliments of

E . S. BECKMAN & CO.

MACK AIR CONDITIONING

General Insurance Agency

CORP.

*

2533 Fairmount Avenue

1318 Pacific Avenue
ATLANTI

J.

CITY, N.

ATLANTIC CITY) N.

J.

BURKARD COAL CO.

CITY MOTORS, INC.

Blue Coal - Fuel Oil - Oil Bunters

Intentational Motor TTllChs
Chrysler - Pl y mouth

Sales - Service

*

*

1200 Absecon Boulev ard

210 N. Tennessee Avenue
A TLANTIC C ITY, N.

J.

ATLANTIC C ITY, N.

J.
S el' vice

Sales

CO lli plilll e /lts of

NATHAN FRANKEL

Best Wishes

General Agent

*

HOLMES EXPRESS

/Ja/lkers Natio/lal Life [/l SII,.a/l ce Co.

Manahawkin, N.

J.

316 Oriental Avenue
ATLANTIC CITY, N.

WAlnut 2-2421

Sill ce 1860

F. Willis DeWa ne

HU 9-9956

J.

4 Genera tions

WILL'S SERVICE STATION

HITSCHLER & BENDER CO.

Mobilgas and Mobilub1-ication

POlllt,.y - Blltte l' - Eggs - Cheese
Ma l'gal'ill e

*

PII I'veyo l's of Top Qllalit)' fOl '

Third Avenue and Main Street

O ve,. 95 Yeal'S

COLLEGEVILLE, P A.

Reading Terminal Market

Offi cia l AAA aud K eystoue Serv ice

PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
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"G u n-tes t of All"
Smorgas bord Dinners
All You Can Eat $2 .50

WEISS BROTHERS

Friday-5 P. M. to 9 P. M.
Sund ay-12 to 8 P . M.
Ba1/qu et s aud Pm' ties - J Dining Roo1lts
Air Conditioned

Norristown, Pa.

PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL
Sam Chicca rine, Prop rietor
PHONE: HU 9-9511
Rou te 422 in Collegeville

E. A. WOODRING COMPANY

HAINES GREENHOUSE

Food Sel'vice Eq uipm ellt

Flowen for All Occasions

Ch ill a - G lass - Sil ve l' - Ut wsils

*

Pal"/s - R epairs - Service - H eav;y Eq uipm ellt

771 Walnut Street

5026 Spruce Street

ROYERSFORD, PA .
PHILADE LPHIA 39, P A.
Phone: 320
P hon e: SHerwood 8-1050

VIRNELSON'S BAKERY, INC.
Gingham, Lady Bread
B1' ead - Rolls - Pastry

*
Thompson & Hutchinson Sts.

Route 611

PHILADELPHIA 22, PA.

HALLOWELL, P A.

POplar 3-7700

OSborne 5-5600

Compliments
of

KABA TT'S BAKERY

THE 1959 RUBY STAFF
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Landscaping - Tr ee Wo r k - Pools
Fen ces - W eed Contl'ol - L awn s

WAlnut 2-14 68

W . E. RYAN, INC.

HEYSER
Landscaping c5 T ree Serv ice

Down H

0 11te

F ar11tS

DO LIJl1 H om e Butte,-, Eggs and POlllt/'y

*

*

402 N. P a rk Avenue

5 2 0- 22 N. Second S treet

N ORRISTO WN, PA ,

PHI LADELPHIA 23 , P A .

BRoadway 5- 6332

Jo h n L. R ya n , President

NATIONAL ACADEMIC CAP

For Y our Padies Use

& GOWN COMPANY

HENRICKS '
Pret ze ls and Potato Chips

821-823 Arch Stree t

*
PH ILAD ELPHIA 7, P A ,

Pottstown, Pa.

Complim ents of

Compliments of

LAKESIDE INN

THE INDEPENDENT

Limerick, P a .

C olleg eville, P a .

COLLEGEVILLE
LAUNDRY

C0111,pliments of

Next to the Hockey Field

COLONIAL CLEANERS

*
. Norristown, P a.

Shir t s a SP ecialty
Prompt Service
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